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avid R. Bender, retires after 22 y e a s of exceiience and service.
c. dozen, and usualiy capture our attention only wher: they occur
within our own little corners of the wotid. This is no riln-of-the-mill retirement. Dr. Bender
didn't just worii for SLA for 22 years, he led SLA for 22 years. In the corporate world, CEOs
almost never last that long. Even in the academic universe, such tenures are extremely rare.
In the association industry, such longevity of Leadership is truly celebrated. Jeff De Cagna
interviews Dr. Bender to refled on his 22 years of senrice.
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%LA'S 2002 Canfere~a*i s X a r M by Celebstfans uf the past, P~eseneasri futnre,
Information professionals from aii over the worR came to San Amonio, Texas, USA, to
participate irlt el7 Speciai Lisraries Association's 92" d~rlnualConference-An Informaxion
Odyssey: Seizing the Corpetitive Advantage.
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Copyright is the iegal protectiorl extended to the owwr of the rights ir: an original work that
he has created. It comprises two main sets of ~ g h t s the
: economic rights and the moral
rights. Before defining the ccncept of coilec6ve management and introducing its main
features, let us look briefly a t what copyright and related rights themsehes amount to.
What is copyright! 3chn Croshy has compiied this piece to bing clarity to the question.
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'6% think as we move forward, the role of the librarian is
going to have to be re-thought in na way that the
Iibrarian takes on a more central roIe as a ""knowledge
i n t e r r n e d i a ~ yworking
~~
to create knowledge In the
right form, at the right time and for the right purpose ...''
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Twenty-Two Years of
Dear Friends: Suddenly, a short t i n e ago, I realized that all those SLA tomorrows that
I'd lived for over rwenty-two years are about to becone yesterdays. What a wonderful
confection of memories that reality has created.
Perhaps one of the most anusing of lhese memories, was my first Annuai SLA Conference. It was 1979. I had been informed that i was to be interviewed by the entire Assocation Board of Directors. 1 anticipated that several candidates received the same summons
to Honoluiu. Throughodt the first days I kept anticipating that at ieast one other person
was going through the same interview process. It did seem strange that I never ran into
anyone who fit that descrip5on and all the same players were always on the scene, During this mating game, Past-President Vivian Hewitt, Preszdent Joseph Dagnese, Acting
Executive Director Richard Griffin and I were sent off to have dinner in a restauranr at the
nliton Hawaiian Village, the Conference site. Was this a test of my social skills, since it appeared that my professional
expertise was acceptable? I was with SLA's "hoiy trinity", but who was with the other candidates? To my astonishment,
I discovered that I was the only candidate and that I was to become the eleventh staff executive of your Association.
TV..

The memories from then on are my own personal magic show and I am deeply grateful and thankful for ali that these
years have given me. I can only acknowledge such a small number with my gratitude, but in doing this, i hope to, honor
ail the rest.
First, I give my thanks to the Mem-bership. I treasure the friendships i have nurtured and v a h e the oppor:unities I have
been given by this unique group of individuals. I had the good fortune to serve with the best and brightest the
profession has to offer. Your idealism has illuminated the best and softened the worst. Where else but at SLA could the
old truths and the new ways be tested and agreement reached in harmony and accord? I have been given this pleasure
over and over again by you, the members.
Next, i thank the Leadership. Leadership with a capital "L" includes, in my definition, the Association's BoarCs of
Directors, chapter and division officers, committee chairs, representatives, caucus conveners and each of you who have
been my partners. i have been given so much, but there are three lessons learned which I will aiways value most. The
firs: was learning that the hard choices are not between right and wrong, but between two rights. The second was to
perceive and -:hen to treasure the importance of open-mindedness. And the third was becoming wary of adopting
options before being certain you wanted to own or defend them. One cannot count how many meetings, conversations,
events, appointments and even battles it took for me to learn these lessons, but I will be forever grateful that you
allowed me to !ears from each of you.
In conclusion, I thank our Staff. I am certain :hat anyone who accepts a leadership position expects to be rewarded by
the satisfactions that come from makicg a contribution. 3ut I wonder how many are wise enough to know in advance
that friendship would be the best reward of all. My friendships wirh staff I treasure most of all. We have worked
together for something that we cared about deeply, and we have together created a lasing legacy. The work has been
serious and sometimes difficuit but aiways fldi of companionship, conpassion and humor. As time has moved forward
there have been moments of reminiscence-some proud, some sad, some hila:ious, some have even become the stuff of
legend. 3ut aiways, we accomplished our mission which was handed to us by the wonderfui membership.
My gratitude inhabits a dimension where words iose :heir meaning. I wish I could came each of you who has played a
role in this l m g and exciting journey but jus: know that if you think that you would be included on the k t , you are.
Whatever I say is but a small expression of what is in my heart. And this expression of thanks carries with it a wish that
your being a part of SLA will conrinue to be a wonderhl adventure, just like the past years h a w been for me.
With mzch appreciation zlways,

David R. 3ender, SLA Executive Director, 1979-2001
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A solar eciipse over Africa. Blackouts over California. A change in control of the United States Senate due t o a party

defectl'oa. Liverpool Football Club wins the UEFA Cup. The Middle East simmers. Ironman athlete Cat Ripken, 3r,
announces his retirement from professional baseball. In Washington, DC, SLA's very own ironman, David R. Bender,
retires after 22 years of excellence and service.
Retirements are a aime a dozen, and usually capture our
attention only when they occur within our own little corners of the world. This is no run-of-the-mill retirement.
Dr. Bender didn't just work for SLA for 22 years, he led
SLA for 22 years. In the corporate world, CEOs almost
never last that long. Even in the academic universe, such
tenures are extremely rare. In the association industry,
such iongeviiy of leadership is truly celebrated. 3at David
is valued not just for his successes at the helm of SLH. He
is a true gentleman, one who has always believed that
honor and loyalty are the real benchmarks of success.

BuildJng an International, Virtual Association
David R. Bender, Ph.D. ascended to the leadership of the
Special Libraries Association at a time when its membership was predoninantly North American (United States
an6 Canada] and slowiy evolving into digital information management. His vision was to create an association of global information professionals who share common bonds despite geographical or other boundaries.
SLA's membership levels began to grow, particularly in
Europe, Asia, and :he Arabian Gulf. Information professionals ic North America also flocked to §LA as it began
to expand its reach and develop its scope into the global,
digital realm. By 1990, SLA's total membership reached
?3,00G, an&its service began to expand to meet the needs
of a Surgeoning membership that was beginning to realize the limits of a traditional library science education.
The early 1990's signaled a sea of change in the practices
of information professionals worldwide, as digital management of contect and resources began to evoive. Dr.
Bender knew that SLA's products and services needed to
change ir, order to meet the memberships needs and standards. By 1995, SLA was answering that call, with the
creation of the Virtual Association. This wasn't merely
borne of the desire to develop a strong Internet presence;
it meant creation of a networked community through technology of all kinds, with SLA facilitating interaction, communication arid knowledge sharing. That vision has beer,

realized, with the Virtual SLA website as the keystone of
the Association's efforts. Were it not for Dr. Bender's
leadership and conviction in driving SLA toward this goal,
SLA would not have served as the benchmark in technological development for other associations worldwide.

A Career Committed to a Profession
Dr. Bender established his career as a librarian from 1964
to 1971, working in public, secondary educational, and
university environments. He continued that work while
studying to receive a doctorai degree in curriculum and
foundations at The Ohio State University. During arid
after his doctoral studies, Dr. Bender worked at the Maryland State Department of Education as Branch Chief of
the School Library Media Services Branch. He served in
that capacity until July of 1979, when he became Executive Director of SLA. While working for the State of Maryland, Dr. Bender also lectured on library and information
science at Towson State University in Baltimore, Maryland; and at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New
Jersey. He has been published extensively and has served
as a consultant on library services and association management throughout the world.
Dr. Bender also possesses a Master's degree in Library Science from Case Western Reserve 'Jniversity in Cleveland,
Ohio, which he earned in 1969. He received a Bachelor of
Science degree in Education with a Minor in Library Science in I964 from Kent State University in Kent, Ohio.
!n 1979, he began his service as Executive Director of an
association of approximately 11,000 information professionals in 49 chapters and 29 subject-specific divisions,
most of whom worked in the United States. During Dr.
Bender's stewardship, SLA has grown substantially, from
a largely North American organization with an operating
budget of less than US$1 million to a global and virtual
association with a USS9 million operating budget. He
oversaw the relocation of the Association's headquarters
from New York City to Washington, D.C, in 1985. Through
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His leadership, §LA Has taken boid
steps to lead the profession through
many changes that resulted in a membership prepared to meet chailenges
and adapt to change quickly in the
workpiace. He leaves SLA -with nearly
14,030 members in 76 couctries
around the world. working together
in 59 chapters, 25 divisions, 12 interest-related caucuses, and 39 skident
groups. TIrrough Dr. Bender's vision,
§LA evolved into a globaily oriented
professional association, expading its
services and providing access to its
worldwide meznbership through a variety of methods, regardless of time
or location.

{ending in Jane!, gave glowing
praise to DL Bender's dedication to
:he infor=atio~profession, '"SZ has
beer, very for?unate to benefit fro^
David's leadership, vision, and
knowledge over such a iong period
of time. During a renarkable twentyone years, Ire achieved an enviajle
list cf acco~plishments,including
the growth of §LA into a global organization, the move of its headquarters, and the dewlopZen: of :he Virtual Association that has benefitted
us all. Most associations lack the
kind of quaiitjr and length of servke
in t k i r chief staff officers that our
profession has experienced in Davif',.
We are going to miss him terribly."

"The Time for Sigelll"ffcarrt
Changes rigs Leadershs'p i s
rSurhg Good Nrncs."

...

With §LA reaching an apex in its
growth and development; Dr. Bender
realized that the beginning of a new
century was an appropriate rime to
initiate a new chapter in his iife. By
announcing his retirement, Dr. Bender
ended the longest tenure for an executive director of the Special Libraries Association, and one of the iongest tenures at :he helm of any international organization. With his impending departure, S X loses more
than a leader and servant to rhe information profession. It also loses a
=ajar knowledge resource that has
benefitted the Association acd the
profession for more than two decades.
Upon acnouncirng his retireme2t, Dr.
Bender proclaimed that "being Executive Cirector of the Special Li:xaries Association is the best job in the
world! For twenty-one exciting acd
productive years, 1have worked with
neEbers and staff to make SLA a
vibrant, ever-changing and eve?growing professional association. I
am sincerely thankful for the opportunity to have enjoyed this extraordinary and enriching period in my
professional and personal life. It's
been a thriii and a joy."
Donna Scheeder, SLRs President for
the 2000-2001 Association Year

information oattiook

10: Redrement. I? sounds likz a bitrersweet word for you. Whac parts
of :iris job do you think ycu're going
to miss the mest?

DR. BENDER: That's really the easiest question you'll probably ask, because it certainly wili be the people.
I think that any C58's job is unique
in that it gives you a rhacce to work
with a wide variety of people. But I
think my role here at §LA is pxticnIariy unique because I have had the
great fortune tc -work with SO many
different communities; from. the information industry to the membership
to the m a y members of staff with
w h o n i have served. As& then there
are =y any wonder5d peers in
association industry who gzided me
early on and whom I have guided in
tke latter years of x y tenrzre.

The Ieadership of the associa:icn is
another uniqce coE;_munity i have
valued, and they have ah-ays Lest
me either trying to get where they

A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on.

vou deiivered. Facts at your fingertips. The power to search. Yolir way. Pinpoint precision.
Best c o n t s t , Dow Jones and Redters. Tw3 giobal leaders. One incredibie new service.

Visit www.factiva.com/factiva t o find clrt more.

are or race along with them. S o m times it's Iike a marathon race without any finish line, but i think that
most of the time we at least have
some line in our imagination, if not
in our foresight.
10: What is the most important lesson you've Iearneci as the CEO of the
Special Lfbraries Association?

DR- BEh'P)ER: Choosing just one is
difficult, but probably one of the most
critical lessons I've learned is that, as
our Association has become much
larger, we've had :o focus more on intimacy and "smallness." I think that
we often look at the big picture and
forget about what we did that got us
where we are. And rhat things just
simply need to be broken apart frequently>especially when you're s e n ing a diverse membership, and think
about what their needs are and how
we're going to iuifill those needs,
rather than lu-aping everything together and making things universal.
Ig%: You have invested a considerable amount oi your t i n e as SLA's
executive director i c the effort to
build a giobai presence for the association, a global reputation for its
members. What questions would
you encourage other associations your peers - ask themselves as they
tackle the cilallenge of creating global organizations?

%PRO
BENDER: That's a challenging
question, because one of the things
we've found within §LA is :hat
there's a core group of members who
will go along with you in that direction, and there are some that are
very strongIy insular and do nor see
the value in it. Ii you look a%the
environment around a given =embership, and if your association is
truly involved in your membership's
interests, then giobalization shouid
either be a natural ph,-nomenon cr
clearly something to avoid. So by
just a natural osmosis or process
some have to expand their boundaries to a larger sphere.

In o w profession, giobai jnformatfon
has b e c o ~ ean extreneiy valnable
commodity. If we assame that one
of the greatest things t5at associatiom offer to their membership as a
Senefi: is the network that they esrablish, globaIization is a natural
course of action. in rhe informatior,
grofession, we wouid be remiss not
to globalize :hat network, because
businesses and corporatiom are either global themselves cr they are
iearning from their global partcers
how to conduct various business
practices that r a k e the= global by
default.
TO: This question is probably a
broader o x related to that. -We live
in what m m y people refer to as ""the
knowledge age." And !'a wondering if you would be wiiiing ro kcok
into your crystal ball and tell ns
where yo-Athick WE are going to be
going 3n the knowledge age over the
next decade or so?

D K BENDER: If you look at how the
phrase "knowiedge age" has evolved
over the past several years, it might
give us s c r x perspective. A fe-w
years ago, I wouid have said that it
just simpiy was a buzz word ;hat
some management guru was coming
out with- a term that was going to
make them a hot c o m ~ o d i t y ,Now,
I'm not snre that is totaliy correct.
When we made the leap frcm the industrial age to what has Seen called
"the informaticn age", we should
have known tha.t7event:;al!y, knowiedge rather than icformation would
be of paramount importance. Informatic~lis the m-w product, in essence,
and the knowiedge has some refinement to it. Somebody's done s o a e thing with information, alrd it becomes knowledge. WeZ, if you take
the next steg on knowledge ti3en,
what's going to foiiow is :he learned
age, or the -wisdom age. But it a11
cc~.esdown to who knows what a d
how they are zutting it to ijse.
Eowever you want to define knowiedge or what comes aftel.; it remains

quite simply the use of data in some
way towards accomplishing your
goal. So I think that it just becomes
a semantical kind of thing. Perhaps,
though, t h e way knowledge is
handled today is a very important
subset of the information age, of how
we gc about of information accessible, how we use information, the
vast amount of information that's
available at our fingertips, and how,
at least people in our profession, the
information profession, have to repackage, retool, reinvent, reuse some
of that icforn~ation,is really I think
par? of knowledge creation itself.
And our survival as professionals
depends very much on what we do
with knowledge.

H8f: I'd iike to probe that thought just
a bit. Zarry Prusak has said that we've
always thought - and certainly this
has been true for SLA members,
people that yol: and I work for - that
the algorithm for organizational smccess was getting the right information
to the right people at the right time.
And he believes that's incorrect because information is unlikely to really change anything that goes on in
the organization; whereas, knowledge
and every'.hing that goes along with
iaowledge is more likely to actually
effect the kind of changes that organizations need going forward. What's
your reaction to that comment?

DEE, RENDER -Larry is one of the
more widely respected knowledge
management gums. I must agree
with him to a certain extent. I still
believe that delivery of the right information to the right person at the
right t h e , for the right reason - still
is paramount, and that our roles as
information professionals should be
to evolved to the point where we can
inspire the recipients of information
to gain knowledge and insight from
information in the right way. The
problem comes when knowledge that
is captured by an organization then
becomes stale or loses its value because no one can interpret it. Knowledge then becomes nothing more

than value-added information.
10: Earlier this year, the president

of the Association of American Publishers, Patricia Schroeder, made
some less than flattering comments
to The Washington Post about libraries regarding the free sharing of copyrighted and electronic materials,
something that AAP would Bike to
stop. What was it about her comments that most concerned you?
DR, BENDER: I think that, as with
all association leaders speaking for
their constituencies, her comments
may have been blown somewhat out
of proportion by many in our community. At least that's what I thought
in tIre days following the publication
of that article. I actually tried to give
her a way out by offering to establish some form of dialogue with our
community so that such misunderstandings might be resolved quickly.
She never responded in a way that
suggested she might be looking to
us as partners to strengthening our
collective community. Now, I think
that perhaps she really meant what
she said.
AAP has historically taken a position
against access to information in the
widest possible format. It's not that
they don't want people to use their
products; it's mostly due to fear. I've
said all along that technology has
generated a fair amount of fear-for
content owners AND users-and
technology will u l t i ~ a t e l yalleviate
many of those fears.
I think the tone of Pat's remarks just
simply stirs the pot a little bit more.
It almost seems like we i c the SLA
community have a much better relationship with our individual vendors than we do with the associatior, that represents them. So, I
think that's where our strength is
going to be.
If you look back to the early 1980s,
SLM had a great reiationship with
AAP. We creared a joint committee

to investigate matters of mutual concern, and we offered a number of
joint prcgrams, too. At every one of
our annual conferences, AAP sponsored programming for the participants. And because of the conflict
that has occurred over issues related
to digital copyright and the furure
flow of information, our relationship
seems to have just eroded. Instead
of strengthening our ties, which we
are doing with many other associations at this point, the one association with which we've not been able
to maintain our reiationship in a positive way has been AAP.
fO: I know that you responded to Ms.

Schroeder, and in that letter you
chose to invite Patricia Schroeder to
attend S M s Annual Conference and
work toward improved communications. I'm wondering why yoll chose
that as a response.

DR. BENDER: Every year, we put
together a list of notables and people
who we feel are important to our
community, who need to know more
about SLA and why we need to have
stronger relationships with them. We
invite these people to our Annual
Conference, which is our showcase
event for the information profession.
And for perhaps the last 15 years, a
letter has gone to AAP inviting their
CEO to the conference.
So this year was no different; the letter went. And I would say, if we've
invited that individual for 15 years,
we've probably received 13 regrets
that they will not attend the conference. it would seem to me that, if
the AAP considered our community
to be of any value to their member
companies, their CEO and many
other staf£ might be very interested
in attending the SLA Annual Conference. But then, I think associations
can often lose touch with their members' interests.

18: In a subsequent statement that
Pat Schroeder issued, I think electronically, one of the things that she
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said was, "We ucderstand the many
probiens that iibraries face with respect to this area. New sclntions and
business models are being developed
that can provide answers." What's
your reactioi: t o that?
DR. BENDER: Well, I wouid love t o

sit down at the table and discuss with
her acd some o f her colleagues s o n e
o f those n e w models and what they
see as some o f the n e w solutions.
Their position, the genera! tone we've
sensed from AAP ove: the ~ a s six
t
years, and Pat's statement i n The
TW~shingtonPost don't suggest any
n e w solntions, unless their solution
is that the information professional
roll over and play dead.
And nowhere has SLA ever supported
the norion that the writer, or the prcdccer, the photographer, the creator,
whatever, shouid not get their fair
share o f incorne. There needs to be
balanced policy. And l think tha: i f
there's a solution t o b e reached
through dialogue, t h e n yes, we're
very m w h for that. But I think thar
they're not looking at a balanced program. So It would be very 3nteresting to k n o w what Pat sees as a s o h Eon i n a n imbalanced environaent.
IQ: Just looking ahead, what's your
take o n h o w you think this ccnfiict
between publishers and libraries will
piay itself out;

DR. B E N D E R Weli, if it were a new
conflict, it might cause some t m e arxiety. Since it's an ongoing conSict, I'm
not sure that it causes nearly as =uch
anxiety as it would otherwise.
I think the fear factor is enhacced
because o f the lack o f clarity i n the
law and judicial precedence. Congress pznted c n =any critical matters, which gave the iegal community carte blaszche to convert rhe n e w
frontrer o f the Intercet icto a Iegal
bonanza. And there are a mrIIoer o f
court cases evolving right n o w ,
which perhaps wEI clarify some o f
this. But I don't t h i ~ ak case here or

there is going to clarify anything.
Sure courts will settle matters 5etween t w o parties, but the Interne:
is creating so n'lany aniqce legal e c ..
t a n g l e m e n t s - w c x h forces m e t o
t h i c k that Congress should have resoived more dnricg the Digital Miilennium Copyright Act debates.
10:This seems to be an important
issue to which ~ n f o r m a t i o nprofessiocals s h c d d give serioas atrenfioc,
because they are i n ,%any cases both
publishers and consumers o f copyrighted works. So the way this is
kind sf perceived over the next several yea:§ seems to be a very r m o r rant issue for :he= to rhick about.
DR. BENDER: "Jerytrue. I think that
it's :robably going to be one of :he
critical issues faeicg all inforrriatlon
s r o f e s s i o n a l s , regardiess o f t h e
organization's mission^ These issues
are invoiving all of us, and same
people have the feeling tkat copyright
and infringement does not exist i n
their orgacization. I think anyone
w h o wishes t o :kink srra&gicaiiy
should reexaxine the sihation acd
:Look at what's happening i n the environment around t h e m because
ihere are so =any opporkunfties from
trouble ro arise fro^ digital manager ~ e n and
t
use o f content.

Take some o f the big companiesNational Geographic Scciety, The N e a
York Tfn?es--that are finding themselx~esin a coat now. As all o f their
docimentation indicates, hey be!ieve
they're owners o f the material, that
tiley have not changed the f o r n a t ,
they have not created ne-w prrblicatrons. These cox~panieshave use2 inxeliectuai property i n s. z a n n e r :>at
the creators consider a vioiatioc o f
their contractual arrangement.
So the cou~?sam forced to decide this,
bnt whatever the decision, it's gsing
to face all InforEation professionals
i n some way. We're going t o e, restpicted i n making s o n e information
available, or some archival material
is going to disappear thar is going to

"

affect olir research capabilities, or
we're not going to be able to afford
access because everyone who touches
infomation has to get paid for it. So I
think that it is a real issue that's going
to face all information professionals at
some poiat if it hasn't already.

XQ: I Lave just two questions left that
i want tc ask you. The first one is,
in recognkion of your distinguished
service to §LA, you have received the
301m Cotton Dana Award, one of the
association's highest individual honors. And the question that I want to
ask you is, what does that kind of
recognition from peopie who really
are your peers mean to you as you
reflect oc your years in this job?

DR. BENDER: Well, it's very humbling from one standpoint to receive
an honor from your peers and to be
recognized by your peers. Perhaps,
it helps to reflect a little bit on what
I have accomplished over the years,
and ask whether they were accomplishments deserving of recognition
or just the results of doing what
needed to be done?

For 22 years I've done what is needed
to be done. And in the end, to be
recognized far that perhaps is where
the honor has the greatest meaning.
To be appreciated for service to the
membership and to the profession is
a true privilege.
I t h i ~ kone of the heart-warming
things of working in the information
field has always Seen that the field
can have its differences and disagreements over various issues, but when
it comes time for fun and enjoyment,
the field does a very good job of that.
I truly am flattered and honored that
my peers believed that what I was
doing was noble and that f accomplished something. Hopefully, they
know that I accomplished for them,
and that what I've been able to do
made the profession better. I know
the association has grown and
changed. It was my privilege to work

with hundreds of staff members over
the years. And they're the ones who
really grew the association. I just
happened to be in the fortunate position of guiding them, staying out
of their way and letting them do what
they knew best, and help shepherd
some of that activity and energy. And
it's great to be recognized for that.
10: Here's the inevitable closing

question for interviews such as this
one.
What are your words and wisdom for
future generations of information
professionals, and in particular, leaders of §LA yet to come?
DR. BENDER: Current and future
members of this profession need a
blast of heat every so often, you
to stir the juices and keep them nimble
and ready for change. We've been
faced with change probably as much
as any other profession. But I think
that the impact of change on the inforrr~ationprofession has greater ramifications down the road because we
simply are springboards constantly
working with more people. We have
such a trickle-down effect from the
leadership of the community to individual members of the profession, and
then the various other communities
that our members serve. And so, it
just keeps building.

You have served for going on 22
years, absolutely 22 years of service
as executive director, in an association and in a profession which on the
one hand is very steeped in tradition.
It has lots of tradition that revolves
around the whole notion of the role
of the library. On the other hand,
you've been successful in pushing
change. And I know that many of
your colieagues in the information
profession are probabiy facing this
same challenge of how do you, on
rhe one hand, respect tradition, but
on the other hand, make the case for
change. And I'm wondering if you
can kind of comment on how you've
struck a balance between those
things in your time here.
DR. BENDER Well, again, I think
that information professionals need
to be change agents, but we cannor
work in isolation and be change
managers completely without the our
customers, without the informatiorr
industry. Bnt I think the important
element is that the information professional caIi catalyze change by example.

10: Something you said in your re-

1 think one of the things that have
kept us at least on the success track
in SLA is that the membership is
very open. The =embership will
voice their opinion. There are not
many issues that we don't know
what the other side of the coin is
thinking about. Now, sometimes
that message is biased; sometimes
that message is only coming from a
small number of people, so therefore, it's not a representative sampling. But even if it's coming from
one member, and they're willing to
share it with you, 41 still is worth
consideration to be heard. Sometimes, in the minority opinion or
view, there is a kernel of truth t h a ~
we really need to consider. And
naybe it doesn't apply to t'ne current activity but one down the road.

sponse ta that prompted a question
in my mind that I'd like to pose to
you that we can work into this in the
appropriate way.

Longevity has given me a chance to
harvest more of those kernels than
someone with an ephemeral tenure.

What is parar-ount to information
professionals is to maintain substance and continue to review your
efforts and your activities, always trying to put forth what is seen as the
best an3 the n o s t important. But
agaic, without knowing your customer and being involved in their
activities, that's an impossibility. If
you're open, and you're absorbing,
and you're sharing, you're bound to
do the right thing.
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-r nave
. our membership to thank for

orgaizations, where decision-rr~aking cac be very Pine-consu~ing.Our
structure gives authority to our Board
of Directors tc make strategic decisions in the best interests of the Association, but allows fiexibiklty for
staff and the leadership to go fron
there an6 s o i d rhe Xsscciation for
fh2 kture,

that.
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"1 think the power of relaxionships is

undervalued in today's working
world, with technology and aoney
seemingly getting more attection. I
wouldn't have moved off of square
nu~llberone without effective relationship nanagement."

On psn&&q
r&yema&:

23

We run the Association like a bnsiness. AIthough not driver, by shareholders, profir, or xarket share, we
understad the need to pian and operate in a responsible fzshion, both
fiscally and sta?egicaliy. SLA has developed a planning =ode1 that balances shor%t e r n an6 long term abjectives within the Association's visionzry framework.
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i he trick, over the, has been to
always maintain focus on lofty goals,
audacious objectives that you sometimes think will rever be achieved.
That has made a 2 the dffference."
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Lack of vision acd lack of supportive organizational cultures. Actually,
I would hate to think that any chief
executive could meet all expectations
in four or five years!"
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The profession must be re-shaped, remolded, re-energized so that the
sEart Inforimtion professional wiil
no: dwell on a past existence, but wii!
move into uncharted territory. if i4brarians do this, the sky is the limit!
The skillset we bring to the table is
an excellen: base for the prototype
employee of the New E c o n o ~ y .Bot
it has to gei with other skills that
make today's empioyee valuable.
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BnC being "ccfinected" in a virkal
world. has radically aitered our expectations. Speed oh deiivery is a
high priority, and quality of deiive~y
has fncreasingiy gained as an inportam factor. Jest as G'citenberg's printicg press revo1u:ionized the sharing
of information centuries 2go; digital
technoiogies are doing the s a n e now.
And in the long run? that can oniy
be 2 good thing.

FEnures:

ogy is driving our organizatiocal
goals and objectives. But fear of technology and what it might do is linking the possibilities."
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T;iilrelrss access wiEi jroaden the
range and scope of infomation and
knovriedge available to users, and kcproved sou& and visual effects m i l
ailow us to capture the essence of
knowiedge assets in whatwili feel
like face-to-face encounters. But we
sho:;ld not assume these advaacements wlll ociy bring on improve=eats in knowledge sharing. What
will be the ramifications for our cul+,ale,
.- oar soclety? And then we have
ro thick abost :he growing use of
artificial agents-compater-base",rT",
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~ ~ that can do work for us.
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T M ' s the next step, but are we prepared for it?
Sur structure has historically been
very different from our sister library
,
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It's h o w you know the spirit of your work
will shine through the clutter of information.

It's how you k n o w your insights are valid.

It's how you k n o w t h a t LexisNexis"
has rich, superior content,
easy-to-use Web solutions and support for all
aspects of your work, t o help elevate your success.

h o w you know you're
moving ahead in the right direction.

It's how you knowm

LexisNexis aod the Knowledge Burst logo are trademarits of Reed Eisevler Procerries Inc., used under license.
It's H o w You Know is a cademark of LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier lnc.
D 2061 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevi~rInc. All rights reserved.

communic
5 . Start your day with positive neditation or prayer.

Thirty -ty\IVayrt

Own and care for a pet.
Get past your nagging issues.

Harry Olson, Ph.D., a noted author
and speaker on personal aad professional excelieace, recommends the
following list of suggestions for makicg the most of your life:

6. Carve out time for yolirself everyday for doing fan, interesting things,
or just chilling out.

Manage your stress.
Welcome change.

7. Develop and pursue an interest or
hobby just for fun, not for professional development, social or financial gain.
8. Look for opportunities within
every difficulty.

9. Focus on solutions, not problems.

10. Build positive relationships
with those close to you. Remove
barriers to communication.

Let go.
Help someone eke succeed.
24. Focus your mind and energy on
that which yoil are for, not on that
which you're against.

25. Refuse to let fear, jealousy, anger or comparison drive your actions.
26. Look for the good in everyone

you meet.
11. Learn sonrething new every

day.

27. Give s a ~ e t h i n to
g everyone you

12. Set a reasonable, short term

meet, if just a friendly smile or an
encouraging word.

goal and start working to achieve
it.

28. Get in touch with your own

13. Use your job as an opportunity to n a k e an important contribution.
14. Make a game out of frustrat-

strengths, assets, talents - give yourself permission to recognize and
enjoy your true greatness.
29. Stand up for what you believe
and for what is right.

ing, boring, dull or routine tasks.
30. Take action, follow through.
1. Get and give several hugs a day.
2. Laugh heartily I S times a day.

3. Look for the humorous side of
little annoyances, (If you can say, "In
5 years this will be funny," it's funny
now.)
4. Wake up in the morning PO classical or soofkfng music, not the news
and radio re-epcrtsof traffic cocgestion.
A
,

15. Put your ego on the back burner.
Do your best without worrying how
you'll look to others or worrying
whether you'll succeed or fail.
16. Develop your sense of meaning
and purpose for your life.

17. Take a genuine, abiding interest
in at least one other person.

31. Remember, sliccess and happiness are not goals. They are the
byproducts of the way you think, act,
and Iive your life day by day. SUCcess and happiness are as you perceive them to be. Define them in
your own terms.

Read more about Harry Bisoc at
www.harryolson.com
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celebrate the greatness of the information profession.
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The opening of the SLA Info-Expo took place in the afternoon with a splash. Factiva and the Texas Chapter of SLA
hosted 'Tarnavale de San Antonio", a big parry featuring
drummers, dancers, fire eaters, clowns, and lots of food
and drink. Conference participants flooded the exhibit
hall to soak in the atmosphere and check out the latest
applications and services from the information industry.

Many themes were woven into the plot for SLA 2GOI,
including the traditional meetings by the SLA Board of
Direcrors and the Association's leadership; the installation of cewly elected officers, the presentation of awards
and honors; and the unveiling of new and innovative
products and services in the Info-Expo, SLA's exhibit hall.
The buzz, however, centered around the pending retirement of David R. Bender, Ph.D., executive director of SLA.
Dr. Benc;er has served in that role for 22 years, and his
i ~ p a c on
t the Association will be felt for years to come.
And many iri attendance were curious about the coming
tenure of Roberta Shaffer, who will assume her new duties in early September. With the Association's future on
many people's minds, change in many areas of concern
was generally the topic of choice.
A large number of conference participants arrived early
to attend learnicg experiences, but the Association's leadership and the bulk of the conference participants made
their presence known on Sunday, June 10 with a host of
high profile activities. The day started with roughly 300
voiuriteer leaders from around the world attending the
Leadership Development Institute, a full-day program
desigfied to promote creativity and innovation in the leadership of SLA. That group also enjoyed a lunchtime prasentaiioa by coted business consultant and author, Nancy
Austin. She challenged the audience to embrace the concept of charxge in the workplace and the marketplace,
allowing each to complement the other.

As the day came to a close, hundreds of contributors to
SLA's endowments and funds-and many others who just
wanted to have a good time-crowded La Villita, a tiny
historic village with native Americac, Spanish, and EUropean infiuences. That's where the 6th annual SLA
President's Reception took place, and the gathering was
treated to great food, a country music Sand, and a traditional Mexican violin troupe. §LA President Donna
Scheeder (Congressional Research Service, Washington,
DC USA) spoke of the virtues of leadership and making
bold
statements through
financial support of SLA
and the information profession. She honored retiring
§LA Executive
Director David
Bender with a
toast to his
legacy after 22
years of solid,
effective leade r s h i p .
Scheeder also
presented the
§LA Presidents
Award to Susan O'Neill
Johnson [The
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World Bank, Washington, DC USA] for her efforts to
establish and i ~ p l e m e n S
t i R s Global 2000 Fellowship
Program.
On ~Monday,June 11, the main event got nnderway i c the
morning, when the Opening General Session featured
Molly Evins, noted columcist, aathor acd native Texan.
Her rambling, comedic style ente~zined4,OCO of the conference participants in attendance as she spoke on such
topics as U.S. President George Eush. free speech, and
the varied, c ~ l t u r e of
s Texas. The went incpuded the recogmt:on of many §LA award winners, inckdlng Eric
Brewer, co-founder and Chief Scientist of Inktami Corporation, who received the SLPl Professionai Award. 3rewer
was the driving force behind the creation of FirstGov.gov,
a rmique web search engine devoted to the crganization
of United Stares Governneat information.
SLA aiso inducted three long-tirne members into its Hall
of Fane. jrrdith Sernstein (University of New Mexicc>,
Roger Haiey G.S. Senate Library), and Fred Roper (tiniversiiy of South Carolina) joined an elite g r o q of peopie
who have devoted their careers to special librarianship
and SLA.
The event was sponsored by LexisNexis, which was recognized as the Inaugural member o h h e John Cotton Dana
Circle. This honor is reserved for companies or individuals demonstrating the highest level of support for §LA.
Bill Pardue. President and CEO of LexisNexis, accepted
the award and introduced
Ivins, a longtin~efriecd and
colleague.
Additionally:
LexisNexis joined Dialog and
Factiva in being honored for
service as the Major Pafixers
with SLA.
Along with many other sessions
held by .§LAchapters, divisions,
and standing committeesi §LA
unveiled, its Te'echZone, a series
of onilne and digital iaboratory
learning sessions.
The
Techzone featured such courses
on such ssbjects as creating a
first website, adding styie to
Internet services, and using databases ta add dyna=ic content.
Learning a n 6 collaboration
continued on Tsesday, h n e 12,
as participants were exposed to a wealth of unique ses-

sions focusing on everytking from discussions on geographic ioforrzation systems to cocversaiions about the
image of the profession.
The day started early for nany, j u t was officially Licked
off mid-morning, when Conference Planning Chair Denise
Chockrek and SLA President Donna Scheeder opened rhe
secmd day of the Znfo-Expa with style. Confere~ce2articipants were treated to a coffee and pastry break ic the
exhibit hall, sponsored by Siiver?latter. They also experienced :he sounds of the Arbuckle Bcys, a western grri~ar
group, Leslie Lees, Vice President for Content Development for SiiverPiatrer, also welcomed the crowd and
thanked them for their prafessionai coxmitanenr to using technology tc ~ ~ ethe
e t denands of today's knowiedge worker.
Scheeder aiso annomced the winners of SLA Palm Pilot
Giveaway: Zanra McBride Felter, Merck Research L a b ,
West Poict, ?ennsylvan:a USA; Joseph A. Geissls, 'JJalt
Eisney Inagineering, Giendale; California GSA; Jim
Bberman. People Magazice, New k r k , Yew York USA;
Laura Reimer, Xovartis, East Kanover, New Jersey USA
in the afternoon, a pair of back-to-back sessions focused
explicitly on the image of the ~rofessionacd the bracding of §LA-suhjects that are inextrica3ly linked. Linda
Morgan Cay&, the ChZr of the SLA Prrblic Ref.iatior,sCommittee, held an "Oprah-style" image interview/chat sessicn with Bethan2 Ashfield (a Wail Street financial industry informatim professional?, Kathy Kelly [Appieton
Papers, Xnc.1; a d =ill Koeieczko [LexisNexisj. The audience ended taklng over the discmiion, focnsing on the
skiils needed to enhance image and the :erpetuation of
stereotypes,
FaFiowing that discussion, SLA President Sch~ederheid
a President's Series discussion oc branding §LA. Over
t5e past year, tke Association has conducted a review of
its branding strategy via the SLA Task Force on Brandiag. Earlier rhis year, the Association an6 the Task Force
5ireb Scnrce, Inc, to serve as the iead consulting gro.,zp
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Maybe that's the problem.
You've invested a 1st in your intranet. Why are your people bypassing it
only to end up lost in cyberspace?
Empower your people with the right information, rigk from the start.
LexisNexis'" Customized eSolutions'" meld seamlessly with your a r r e s t
intranet to deliver criticai news and business intelIigence made to order
for y o u company.
More than custom content, our "company personalization" shines
through every step of the way - from needs analysis, ta soiution
implementation, to on-site training and consultation, ro 2414 service
and support. We're here to help.

What's your intranet worth? Give us 60 seconds and find out. Take
the LexisNexis Knowledge Profile at www.lexisnexis.com/tmprofile
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for President-Elect, G. Lynn Berard and Cynthia Hill; for
Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect, Davenport Robertson and
Lois Weinstein; for Division Cabinet Chair-Elect, Pamela
Rollo and Wei Wei; Directors, Betty Edwards, Jesus Lau,
Dee Magnoni and Barbara M. Spiegelman. Information
is now available on the 2001/02 Candidates for SLA Bffice. Compiete details will also be available in the January 2002 issue of Information Ontiooka.

on the project. The Task Force has filed an interim report, which is available in the Board of Directors Section
of Virtual SW. The session itself produced a clearer perspective on the sole of branding in organizations, particularly non-proirts.
The celebration con~inuedon Wednesday at the SLA 2001
with the Annual Business Meeting and Closing General
Session, featuring a farewell address by David Bender,
S M s executive director for 22 years. Dr. Bender will
retire at the end of August. He was presented with a trip
to Tuscany by outgoing SLA President Donna Scheeder.
S Z A staff presented a farewell video, followed by a cake
which was served to those in attendance. The SLA presidency transferred to Hope Tillman of Babson College, who
delivered an exciting inaugural address complete with
her vision of the SLA of the future. The event was topped
off with the hilarious wit of nationally syndicated columnist Dave Barry, who tailed for almost a full hour on
his observations of iiving in Florida, the Internet, his family, a ~ life
d experiences.
The day also inciuded more learning experiences and the
wrap-up of the SLA Info-Expo. The final full day of the
conference was capped with a delightful Gala Dinner,
featuring the presentation of the John Cotton Dana Award
to Dr. Bender for his longtime service to SLA. Judith J.
Fieid of Wayne State University received the Rose L.
Vormellter A~vardfor her commitment to mentoring students and young information professionals. Guests were
treates! to a comtry and western band and an excellent
meal. It was a perfect way to end a conference replete
with celebrations.
During the SLA 2CGl Annual Board of Directors meeting
June 8-9, in San Antonio, several key issues were addressed by the board ranging from the appointment of
the 2303 New Prork Conference Program Committee to
the creation of an SLA Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter.
The slate of candidates for the 2002 spring eiections were
approve6 by the board. The candidates are as follows:

The liesearch Committee's recommendation was accepted
by the board to award Dr. Mark Rorvig, University of North
Texas, for his project, "Exploiting Image Content Features
for Image Index Term Assignment" as the 2001 Steven I.
Goldspiel Memorial Research Fund Recipient.
Several routine financial issues submitted by the Finance
Committee were approved as presented to the board ranging from the Annual Audit Report and Management Letter to requesting funds in the fiscal year 2002 Building
Reserve Fund for capital improvements.
The Board confirmed Salt Lake City, Utah as the site of
the 101" Annual Conference of the Special Libraries Association to be held June 5-10. 2010.
Committee on Committees submitted six documents requesting the board's approval for revising committee
charges. The Board also approved the merger of the Government Affairs/Inteilectual Property Committee into the
h b l i c Policy Committee.
Hope Tillman held the first
meeting of the 2001/02 Board
of Directors Thursday, June 14.
The agenda included items regarding the Research Cornmittee, funding request for the
PAM Division and reports from
the Board of their participation
in Division. Members of the
Soard remarked on the meeticg being the last in David
Bender's career as executive
director. He was offered many
thanks and best wishes for a
happy retirement.
The 2001/02 Board of Directors
will hold their fall meeting
October 19-20, 2001, at the association office in Washington,
DC. For complete details on all
the actions taken during the board meetings, please point

your browser to http://www.sia.org/content/Sla/Str~:cture/index.cfm.

by D o m a Ssheedcr
Jnne 13, 2881
Last year, I stood before you full of hope and expectatioc,
looking forward to the year to come. Today 1stand before
you to look back on that year w g i e keeping in n i n d
these famous words of Oliver Wendell Holmes, "I find
the great thing in tizis world is not so nnch m f i e r ~we
stand, as in what directiorz we are moving: tc reach the
port rve must sail sometimes with :he wind and sometimes against it-bti: we must s c d ar?d not drift or lie at
anchor." 5 am happy to report that the associa',ion has
saiied forward this year. As you may recali iast year 1
stated that "in §LA, change is o:x tradition" and I prop,ised you that we woulO have a ailmy traditionai year. Your
Board of Directors has made good on that promise. The
association has advanced the strategic priorities set in
the SEA strategic plan and 1 would like to highlight onr
major accompiishnents in this area, It is by no r x a n s an
exhaustive list and I apologize to those who worked very
hard on a number of initiatives thar won't be necrioned
here. However, I am yielding t i n e to Dave Barry this year,
an innovative zdditior, to this session :hat I am sure you
will enjoy.
The srrategic priorities for S X are:
Guarantee the Future, Pronoting cur Vaine through marketing a d public relations Strategic ieamLingad development
As OUR VISIONARY F U M E WORK FOR THE FUTURE
STfLTE§,"These priorities are
interrelated each one influencing and enabling the success of
the others, Many of the actions
taken by the 3oarb rhis year
address more than one of these
objectives.
First and f o r e ~ o s t ,SLA has
takerr sonx bold initiatives to
guarantee our futzre. The 5
Task "o~ces created by ther,
president Susan Di Mattia have
been hard at work this year and
have presented rhe Board with
bold and imova',ive choices.

The Branding Task Force identified and SiA hired Scurce

k c . to guide §LA throzgh the coxpiex process of em=ining its brand identity and developing a strategy to guarantee that the association brmd clearly says to the world
that SLA 2s the ieading organization in the information
and knowiedge industries, which is the vision of SLA.
We want to convey to the wmid, thar yak, SW's members are savvy inforimtion professionals who are critical
to the success of acy organizatiox. VJe wan: our Srarld to
declare loudly that this is an orgacization for the iniornatioc professionai, regardless of the environmeilt they
work in. Source Inc, is in the process of heipicg us do
that. Bopefuily, z a n y of yo2 have alrezdy attended a pmsenration on the progress or' this effort and ~f yon have
not, I urge you to visir the mxketpiace and speak to some
of yon: colleagues from :he Branding T ~ s kForce who
will :5e more than happy to discuss the 3randing initiat ~ v ewith YOU.
In the area or' Memberspip, the Board of Directors voted
at this neeting to create a virkal chapter. This action
wiii assist §LA to grow giobaiiy Sy providing access to
the SLA network and resmrces at an aficrdable ;ate re
those outside the Usited STates and Canada.
The Simplification Task Force looked at %A's governacc?
s:mctnre and caxe a p with a namber of reconxxnda~:onsto strezrniina the associa:icn. The Board wiIL exlore those possibilities in the coming year^ Finally, the
ccnfereqce continues to evolve and I hope that yoar are
pleased with the efforts displayed this week.
ii

S M s glsbai presence was increased dramatically this year^
The Gioioal2000 conference k i d ir: Brightan iast fall saw
informatkc professionais gather together frcm a r o ~ n d
the globe to discuss the 2rofessional issues of today and
tomorrow. Excalien?keynote speakers as well as insfghtful prograrrzning by §-LAdivisio~sand partner asscciations resulted in a stimuiating event that had the feeling
of a convocation where diverse viewpoints were shared
ar:d wisdom was gained. The felicws program -was a resoucding saccess and all of SLA can take pride in this
achievexiest since so many of 3ur divisions ane chzp:ers

contributed in some way to make this happen. 23 individuals from Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe were
funded to attend the meeting and were given a one year
SLA membership. The Board voted in January to c m tinue global conferencing initiatives.
SLA aisc took a bold initiative this year to guarantee the
future of our global initiative program with the creation
of the David R. Bender Fund for International Developrnent. Last Sunday evening over 300 of us attended the
President's Reception raising over $100,000 in start upz p rnocey for this endowment.
StA has created a discussion list for library association
Presidents which it hopes to expand, and last but not
least, we accepted the petition and granted provisional
chapter status to the Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter.
On the education and learning front, there are 2 particularly noteworthy developments in the last year. The Board
approved SLA participation in a new independent accreditatica office for graduate programs in library and iniormation studies. This office would be a joint venture of a
number of iibrarg and information associations, icchding ALA, Medical Library Association, Association of
Xesearch Libraries, and ASIST. While there will be a cost
involved for all participants, the proposal is seen as an
ir~portantmeans to influencing graduate curricula more
directly in order to insure that competencies identified
in the SLA document will 3e taught in more library arid
information science programs. It speaks directly to our
strategic goals.
In addition, 1 have appointed a committee to review and
update cnr competencies document. JoAnne Marshall will
be chairing the group which will undertake the review.
Howeves in some ways, the greatest change is ye: to come.
After 22 years of leadership, David Bender has decided to
retire. I will save my thoughts on this for later in the
program. However, when I stood as your new president
last year and said in SLA we are ready for anything be-

cause change is our tradition, I did not expect to be personally tested so soon. You can imagine my surprise when
at breakfast the next morning, i received an envelope from
David with a letter expressing his intention to retire. Finding a leader to fill his shoes was a significant challenge
for this Board of Directors. The process combined the
expertise of the professional search firm, Russell Reynolds
Associates with the knowledge of a fabulous search committee chaired by Mimi Drake and the wisdom of the
Board who interviewed the finalists. I am happy to say,
and we hope you will agree that our executive Directordesignate, Roberta Shaffer represents the best the information profession has to offer. 1 know we are ali looking
forward to working together on new and exciring initiatives that will help SLA realize its vision of the future.
Yes, it has been a very busy acd rewarding year and I
owe so many people a deep debt of gratitude for their
encouragement, support, advice and friendship. It has
been a joy to work with this Board, especially Hope
Tillman who has been a wise and vaiued partner. It will
be easy to turn over the gavel tc Hope, because based on
this past year, B know she will be among the greatest
presidents of §LA. To Susan DiMattia, I say on behalf of
the entire association many thanks for a job well done. 16
was under your leadership that the Board began this strategic journey. To Wiida Newman, Sandy Mcltz, Juanita
Richardson and Doris Helfer, I say thanks for your leadership, commitment and dedication. Thank you to all the
committee chairs. Special rhanks go to the Chairs of the 5
task forces, Carol Ginsburg,
Suzi Hayes, Tom Rink, Judy
Field and Ethel Salonen All of
you provided excellent leadership this year and I wish I had
more time to talk specifically
about many of the things you
have done.
I can't say enough good things
about David Bender, Lynn
Smith and the entire staff at
§LA who are truly our partners
in putting knowledge to work.
I am constantly amazed at the
speed with which they can take
our thoughts and ideas and
convert them into concrete actions that further our goals.
They are the embodiment of
Welsh's principles of stretch,
boundaryless behavior, speed
of change, simplification a ~ competitiveness
d
and there

is no doubt in a y mind they will reach their goal for
the 2002 program year which is to hear the words amazing, wow, and fantastic from their coirll~lunityof stakeholders.
Finally, there is the hor.e team and by that I Dean Lynne
McCay and rhe staff of the INF, who ~ a d 2e possible for
me to give SLA the time and attention it so richly deserves. The Library of Congress was e x t r e ~ e l ygenerous
with my time and I fully realized that when my colleagues
started looking at me with s ~ i i e on
s their faces and saying, and saying, Oh! You're here today." Their s u p p r t
was unwavering and I will be eternally grateici to them
for it.
Ir has tmiy been one of the most wonderful years of my
life and I owe it all to all of you, Board, members, staf:
and friends for giving me so much support. Thank you
from the bottom of my hear?.
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I feel hurnbled at the opportunity to serve as SEA'S president, and I want to express rr.y gratitude to all of yon for
giving me this opportunity. SLA has been a very supportive family for me and given me many opportunities to
learn and grow.

My President-Elect year has been rewarding and a iot of
fun. I have enjoyed working
with everyone on the Board
acd the §LA staff and to have
the opportansy to work wirh
David at least in his outgoicg
year. And I want to thank
Donna Scheeder for he?
mentoring and leadership this
year. I want to thank many,
.%any S M members, who have
been heipiui to me this year
and in my road to today. Thank
you.

The Chapter visits are a major
perk-thar,k t;Pe officers ar,d
members of the South Garolica;
Princeton-Trenton, New Jersey,
Rhode Island, Kentucky,
Florida, Hudson Valley, Connecticut Vdley, Eastern
Canada, Boston, and Southern
California Chapters for their warm hospitality. I reaily

enjoyed my chapter visits and learned a iot more aboat
SEA and the diversity and vitality of its members. i particularly enjoyed ~ e e r i n gwith the student groups and
faculty at Fklgers, Queens, and UCLA, acd at Last having the opportunity to visit and neet faculty a: MeGiil
and 't'niversity of Montreal.
My personal thark you's: to Babson Cclzege for allowing
me to do th3s. I would like to ackcowledge two ef my
staff at Babson College who are in tke audience. They are
par', of ihe group taxing care of business at 5or:e when I
am o x traveling for SLA: Chris Kelly and Frances Nilsson.
And, of course, ~r-ylove and thanks to my husband Wait
Eowe far standing by me an6 pmITidi3g lots and lots of
sqport.
When our Ancual Conference was last in San Antonio, 1
was chair of the Networking Ccmr5ttee. It was before
the web, in the very eariy days of rhe Internet. I remember the intense interest in 2 psograzn 1 planned on what
is the Internet? In which 1 had Tracy LaQuey Parker, the
author of the early Internet classic Internet Gcapanion,
come to speak from U Texas Austin. The room was sc
crowded that we moved to an auditoriu~.,thanks to Jim
Mears' quick liel?.
This icterest led Sharyn Ladner?cne of rhis year's award
winners as SLA Fellow>who had preceded n e as chair of
the networking Committee, to plan v<th me a survey of
early infermation professional/librariar, a d ~ ~ t ecrf sthe
Internet, as we made our case that iibrarians shouid 3e
involved. It is great to be back in San Antonio and Texas.
Technology has been par; of iibrarians' bag of tricks for a
very long time. Y3u can go back to the era of card catalogs acd see how Iijrzrians first rmde nse of typewriters
and were eariy adop~ersof automation.
Technology is designed to make us mare responsive and
to enhacce face-to-face activitles. It is an enabler of twoway communication, increasicg the ability tc interact
reg~lariynot boonded by 5 n e and place. Techcology can

be used to provide customized and icteractiire content,
bypassing ;he face io face if desired.
One of my favorite books this past year has been ciassicist James O'Donnell's h a t a m of the Word. O'Donneil
wrote that, when printed books were introduced, they
were looked on askance by those who were accus:cmed
to hand-copied books. In fact, these patrons would take
printed books and have them recopied by hand because
they preferred reariing that way. Technology is a tool and
what people use is dictated by their cornfan and what
the tools do for the=.
As they have in the past, information professjonais will
condnue to have a wide range of technoiogy skills. Futurist Paul Saffo said, "Technology does not drive change
at aii. Technology merely enables change, It's our collective cultural response to the options and opportunities
prese~tedby technology that drives change. Just as ir
was ten years ago and has always %en, it is impossible
?o predict how technology will be w e d going forward." !
agree with futurist P a d Saffo on the difficulty of seeing
ahead.
One of the csrrent q u a e s on P a l Saffo's web site abaui
the turbulence in our times is ";Today] nothing makes
sense and won? for two io three decades." That n;xkes it
even =ore important for us to be flexible.
in the pas? several yezrs under the leadership of Susan
DiMattia and Docna Scheeder
we have taken steps to transform the association to prepare
it to meet our coning chailenges. The five task forces
charged wit5 working on our
primary strategic initiarives
have worked hard. Four have
completed their charge, and
one - Branding - wiil continue jts important work this
coming year. However?nothing
is complete.
must take the
work of the rask forces and
make it part of us. We have to
turn the vision into reality

Donna spoke about growth and
change last year, and :hat
change is onr tradition. I believe that everything Doves in
a continuum and that we juiid
Sronr the besr of what has cone before as. I see this corn-

ing Board as standing on the shoulders cf all those before
us. Change will conrinue to be the watchword for kbe
conring year.
At the same time we need to creare understanding and
buy-in to r,ew ideas before they car, become real, and to
do this commmication is key. Benjamin Frankiin said,
"Would you persuade, speak of icterest, cot of reasoi:."
'tVz need to share information fuliy and czenly so :hat
what is happening Is wideiy known and so the actions
we want to take won't take anyone by s u ~ r i s eY3u
. can
expect to coctinue to hear much abcut our strategic in!tiatives. Eliciting feedjack is a technique to get past the
obstacles to understanding.
I see coamunications as two-way. When ccmznunication takes place, there is a shared responsiSility on borh
the comnrunicator and receiver. Both have rhe responslbility of seeing that both have the same understacding. The receiver can tesr ucderstanding by questioning, the communicarar can test understanding by eiiciting feedback.
The foundation for c a r ~ ~ u n i c a t i cisnlistening. Listening can help create connected relat,ionships and partnerships which can be translated into effective action. It is
inportant that everyone has zn opportucity to be heard.
Cur course of action is the result of everyone's input. in
any diverse organization there will always be some with
other mints of view. I f is irnportani to embrace other
poiqts of view as coming frcm loyal, caring members
rather thar;,rhe THEM m US versus THEM. We are a v d u ~ t e e organization,
r
and we are forrucate to have so masy
talented folks ccntributing their energy and passion :"or
the association and o x profession. VJe need to be inc'iasive not exclusive.
Dialog can happen irl face to face settings but now 2450
discussior;, lists that are active throughout the divisions, chapters, and caucuses. David sender has done
an excellent job of promoting dialog with his regular chat
sessions that have k e n going on fcr several years now. I
03 the
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Do ycur patrons or st'dffwish they had the latest technological
develcpnen: inforration and data at their fingertips? Do they
need around-the-clock access to a comprehensive collection
of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences? If so,
then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM
Digital Library!

The ACM Digital Library includes:

*
*

Over 20 ACM publications and archives
I 5 years of conference proceedings
Advanced searching capabilities
Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
700,000+ pages of downloadable text

A N E X C E P T I O N A L VALUE

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS,
please contact:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acmhelp@ acrn.org
phone: + 1-212-626-0500
fax: i-1-212-944-1318
CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA,
please contact:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info @ acm. erg
phone: + 1-212-626-051 8
fax: +I-212-944-1318
Association f o r C o m p u t i n g Machinery
-,
I h e F i r s t S o c i e t y in C o m p u y i n g

information

me feel a part of the group and that I had something to
offer and receive.

have watched committee work happen via discussion list
representing effective collaboration.
Collaboration also speaks to partnerships. Our conference
in Brighton was all the more successful by our partnership with fellow information associations such as the
Japan Special Library Association, etc. You see the partnerships here wirh member conference rates beicg extended to a nudoer of our colleague professional associati~nswith the same being extended to our members at
their conferences. i feel strongly that we need to continue to build alliances with other library and information associations for the best positioning of our association acd the benefit of all of us. We want to increase our
share of the information professional association market, to be sure, and I believe the best way is to create
services and products to attract members. Players in the
fnformaticr, association marketpiace we may see as competition or threats today may become allies as we both
look a1 different roles vis-a-vis totally different competition tomorrow.
Mentoring is a form of personal communication, and one
that has been embraced throughout SLA. There is the
very visible mentoring that is acknowledged with the
Diversity Leadership Development Program annual award
winners and their mentors. The Library Management
Division should 5e commended for the visible way in
which they have approached mentoring as well. All the
divisions and chapters are mentoring in some way, and I
would hope that ail of us in leadership positions see this
as a role we play as well.
Let me tell ycu a lirtle of my story of how I was mentored.
I don't think mine is an unusual tale at all but it got me
here today. Nientoring is a way we communicate our values and goals.
As a new librarian back in the dark ages I looked for
Iearning opportunities. The best programs in my town
were those of the Princeton-Trenton Chapter of SLA,
and the members of the chapter were quick to make

fn fact, Chapter President Janet Williams had me room
with her at my first SLA Annual Conference and took me
under her wing. From there I experienced the annual
conference learning and networking and kept getting more
involved. What kept me involved? It was the mentoring
of many members and leaders who shared and listened. I
was fortunate to be in the right piace at the right time to
be asked to serve as chair of the Networking Committee
at the start of the Internet era which fit in such perfect
sync for my passion of using technology for communication: I was already a techie, at that rime a ham radio
operator, and I did meet my husband Walt Howe on the
Internet before it was fashionable to do so. I never expected to write a book and now have done three. Wow
has it affected me? SLA has given me confidence and skills
to keep going and made me believe more than ever in the
importance in giving back-you see, I owe a lot to SLA.
Storytelling is a very valuable tool to use to cornmunicate values. SLA has highlighted the importance of
storytelling in a variety of media this year. There have
been two articles in Informatiorz Outlook@this year, oEe
by Stephen Denning and the other by Seth Weaver Kafian
- both of the World Bank. Stephen Denning's book, The
Springboard: How Storytelling Ignites Action in Know!edge Era Organizations is a book well worth reading giving a clear picture of how stories can be used to make the
case for change where dry
words can't. Denning will be
featured in the June 27th virtual seminar, which will be
held after you have gotten
home from this conference and
just about caught your breath.
We have a wide variety of communications tools to communicate with one another. Let's
start with face-to-facemeetings
-president and president-elect
chapter visits (and I don't
mean to ignore those of the
executive director, staff, and
other members of the board of
directors). Face-to-face situations allow sharing, listening,
and eliciting feedback. At the
annual conference and winter
meeting we have the leadership
development institute and town meeting as ways to pro-

the one way 5roadcast publication that sends great stuff
to us periodically! The improvements of the SLA web site
this year have been very noticeable. i hope you ali have
enjoyed these as 1 have.
There are so many SLA discussioc lists today froE those
of the wits-chapters, divisiors, cancuses, committees,
§LA-Leadersh:p whrch is directed at all the officers of the
various n i t s , and others as needed. Infomutior, Outlook Is our primary prnbiished vehicle and now has a virtual life as well. Con~municafionis key. Email-ase discussion lists or your owz address 503k Cepecding on rhe
group yolr wish to reach. Everycne has a different threshold for SPAlM-or messages they are not expecting, and it
is importan: to respect that. Coxmunicate in muirfpie
modes to reach everyone. Xach of us have a preferred
mode sf receiving information and -say mne out to other
methods.

cam
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216 a&ige: yor:
need fc r q e a t sorr,e:hing seven
times in a presentadon before
80% of ar: adult audience
"hears" the information.
This year as we conticue olrr
path of chacge, I see my role
as condait and listener as \veil
as spokespersor,. This year wiii
be a year of beginnings as we!;
as continuations, and one
FAREWELL. I am glad I :
7ave
. a
few months to work with
David Bender before he retires.
I look forward to working with
Roberta Schaffer our new Executive Eirector-Designate. I
am in the enviable situation of
having the opporiunity to work
with borh of them and errrbracing botb of their strengths.

J look forward to working with the new Board of Direc-

tcrs.
I look forward to working with the results of the four
rask forces which have completed their assignrxenfs and
to work to e ~ a b i et@eEXh of our iask forces to complete
its charge in the coming year.
As change renains a ccnstant, we need ts update onr
environmental scan which ied to our current strategic
initiiatives. We need to continue to make w r e we are en
the right track. We will need :o stay Zexibie.
The Annuai Conference is a a a j o r event in rply year. Th's
year I am truly impressed with the res:slis sf the efforts
5y Denise Chockrek and her com.mt:ee 2nd :he division
planners. SLA staff, and everyone rise who has played a
part in this excrlienr conference.
And I Iook forward to next June in Los Angeles. The Sou",ern California Chapter is already hard at work on Iocai
arra-angexents and the Conference Committee under the
able leadership of Biii Fisher has brcaght zzs dong to t h s
polnt working with Division planners and SLA staff. E r M
Salomc is taking the helm as Conference Chair, as Bill has
other responsibilities zow as President-Eiect. The LA Conference will be an exciting even; as we ccntinlre to look a t
ways to =ake our conference more effective.
Thank you

Annnal State of the Assscktian Address
Bavid R. Bender, Ph,B.
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Good ~ o r n i n g .Before I share with you my :P,mghts on
:he state of our Association, I'd like to offer thanks to a
few people who have been key to our successes over the
last year. First, to Cenise and ali the 52"%nnu& Conference Planning Ccmm2ree: you've done excellent work
making this week a reality. Thank yon all for your diligence and vision. We are proud to report that our total

Business and public policy forecasts. Management advice.
Peisond f i n a c i d guidance. Insight inra compaies worth 2 look
as o t e n t i d investments. Economic data. When you need any
of zhese, only the most dependable information f r o n a trusted
source will do. Now yo3 can have it, with our new proprietary
database: Kiplinger Finance & Forecasts (KFF).

M k THE BNSliGHT OF KIPI.ING&R,ALE. 1F4 W E PLWCF
For the hrst time ever you'il find canrent from all Kipiinger
sources in a single place. Our latest forecasts and reports
are loaded into tile database inmediarely aker bemg cleared
for publication. HI data back to 1396 (1991 far some) ate
permanently archived.

FOCUSED SEBRGHE3 AH&)"MORE-kiKE."fH86" blRKS
Ali text within the ZKFF database is keyword searchable, separateiy
or in cornbmation with concept-based searching derived from a
rich rhesaurus created in house. Fieided searchicg on title. author,
abstract, date, forecast year and more is available in combination
with Boolean and proximity operators.
Each record is linked to the PEE ASCII, or HTML versions
of irs fui! text. Additional links take you to anciilary related
Kiplinger source material, as weli as exter~aisource material
researched and verified for accuracy by Kipiinger ed.tors.
2

ORE REMARKABLE DATABASE.
TO FMQ O W M O R E

'rwa SAYS

For more informa:ion on how yo2 can use KFF's capabilities
to your advantage, visit kiplinger.com/kff and take the tour.
Better still, contact Paul Vizza, om National Sales Director,
to arrange a full demonstration. Cail him a; 202-887-6558 or
emaii pvizza@kipiinger.corn.

kip:inger.corn/kff

1 1729 H Streer, NVJ, Washingtcn, DC 20006 i

202-887-6558

conferesce attendance this year was 5,217. As rqorted
earlier this week, our total number exhibitors was officially 345 companies In 488 boorhs. Another veq7 successful §LA Ancual Conference is new almost complex
I would also like L
' o thank you, Donna Scheeder?for your
willingness to pnt up with me over 'the past year and for
your efforts to manage what has become a very smooth
transition to new staff 1eadersh:p. k t more importantiy, I
thank you for your patience, yosr kindness, and your
friendship. Serving with yon drrring my final year as executive director has tmly been a pleasure. Thank ycu for
all you've done for the profession and for the Association.
1 will spare ail of you the many other thanks that I could

give at this point. Rather, I'd like to sham a couple of
thoughts on the state of our Associatioc.
It seems not that iong ago that I was standing before Eany
of you and others like you, a brand-new association executive with a burning desire to lead an internationai
organizatioc. And the worCs 1 spoke i c n y first annual
membership address back in 198.3 still seem relevant today. For example:
"We are faced with a decade of crisis management, within
the Association ar,d within our liSraries. We are continuing to learn that onr resources are not limitless. Therefore, priorities must be set concerning the a x o m : of and
the consequences for ciistributing the resources to perfor= activities."

Time trnly is cot a h e a r ccncep?. It is more ilke a spirai.
as ?he forces of the pas? contin:~ero shape the present,
and the future. The challenges and opportunities we
mrrently face are not unfacdiae if you take the tiine to
acquaint yourselves with our hismy. You'll see that FLany
before you have already faced these cfiallenges and, for
the n o s t part, succeeded.
%day, SLA stands at a crossroads. not merely because sf
the pending changes in staff ieade~skipand managemmt.
i am extremely confident that Xoberta Shaffer? as your
executive directo~wii! make ail of us proud in the coming years.
The crossroads is also not simply a poict in time where
we are faced with naking some criiicai srrategic decisions, although the decisions we face will have a lasting
impact on the fnture of this Association. Making s o ~ e
of these choices wiil 52 very diificnlt, and their reszr1ts
are likely to ~ a k scme
e
of us uncomfortable. 3ut the
recommendaiions to be proposed by the five §LA Task
Forces will k i n g §LA forward as a leaner, zeacer, and
=ore effective Association.

I also r e n e a b e r a time, some
ten years ago, when we were
in this very city for our elevenrh meeting together. And a ~ y In truth, the cross~cadsat -which we now stand is a convergecce of variozs forces: generationai shifts, technolwords then are even more gerogy, the globaj econoay, the social clirxate within our
mane totiay:
professioc, and the status qao-for k t t e r or worse. To
permit "analysis paraiysis" acco~plishesnoth:ng. Our
"Complexity is a pow-erfd force
gut instincts for survivai and success are an important
drivicg the year's events. So
pari of the contimjng effort to lead the Association forwhat lessons can we learn?
wars.
Externai challenges often lead
us tc some introspectior, about
&. a recent Informaiio~Futurists Institnte meeting, 1 ?reourselves. It is an cncertair,
sected a paper on the frrture of infcrmation associations.
time ... a time when we car,
Clearly? §LA was at the cer,ter of my thoughts, but I bechoose to be assertive or paslieve my points in that paper reflect the needs in all assosive, dynamic or hesitant. A
time when, as n ~ yreiaiives
ciations.
back in Ohio would say, it is
in that paper, I iaid cut feu? points for re-esrablishing the
necessary to eithep fish or cut
role of the information association:
h i t . 1 say, let's go fishing!"

i. Returning to the concept of communitv building. Networking is tLe single most importact benefit of membership in §LA. While the Internet and reiated comn?;mications technologies can support oar community building
efforts. they cacnot suppiant the power of face-k-face
interaction amocg coiieagues facing truly co=mcn challenges.
The management principles acd practices of the EndustPial Age are giving way to the new philosophies of The
Knowledge Age. This shift is re-arranging priorities in
the workpiace, as new skills and capabilities are re-defining the role of all employees in today's organizations.
No ionger are products, services, or tangible assets seen
as the greatest sources of value. People are now the most
important resource avaiiabie, Every individual's ability
to mar,age knowiedge and to e ~ b r a c echacgc contributes to the organiza:ior.'s overall greatness.
In our changed circumstances, it is imperative for information professionals to connect with each other through
the communities of practice found across the profession.
AnO it is our commitme~tto investing in the extraordinary human capital found within our membership that
makes SLA so special and able to meet the demacds of
change over time.
2. Making- innovation a priority, Even though inncvation is critical to our Iong-tern success, ir is not often
seen i c the work cf infom~ationassociations. Frecpectiy,
new services
are viewed
as innovative are simply borrowed ideas. This is not true
icnovation, Rather, imovatioc
cones from iEagination, creativity, flexibility, a sense of
urgency and a wiiiingness to
faii fast in order t s succeed
quickly.

a

3. Creating authentic learning

o~~ortunities.
Learning is yet
another area in which we have
the oppor%uzityto become indispensable to i n f o ~ ~ a t iprocn
fessionals from around cur
community. The v a ~ e t y
of education and training programs
available from a nurLber of providers should continue to serve
the professioc well. Learning,
however, is distinctive because
it emphasizes the need to change :he way information proSessionais tlrink. More often than not, adults require "uc-

learning" of long-heid beliefs and practices, and the e q l o ration of new ideas and ideals that can advance their roles
in their organiza:ioas, communities and society I believe
this core value shorrld be a part of S X s mission.
4. Irzpiemecting financial 1mode1s that allow for wise
assessrr,ents of revenue streams. We mast also review our

financial modeiing, to ensure that our existing revecae
streams are sustainable for the rig@: reasons. Although
we are a non-profi~organization, S 7 a offers a wjde variety of products, ser~icesand experiences that generate
revenue.
In addition, §LA'S Fucd Developmer,t Prcgram, the Finance Committee's Fjrlacsial Lsng-Range Plan
and the staff's Acnuai Program Fian are examples of o w
on-going push 1s bolster the Association's long-term fiscal health. 8ut only through ccntinued careid anaiysis.
effective 5usiness planning and prudent ZanageEect can
we achieve the ambitious agecda that l have laid o:;t this
mornicg.
6 consider rhese four p i n t s to be §>A's "horizon objectives." In the ebb and fiow of orgazizztional life, we
may sometimes piace greater exxphasis on one or two
rather than all of rhese objectives. Still, all of them should
be in~egraiaspects of the journey that SLA is yet '0 take
in order to better serve our global community. Take note:
we cannot 5e good at everythirrg, hut we must be great at
whatever it is we aim to de. And we =ust cha?ge, in
order so pass through our crossroads. As management
though', leader T o 3 Peters says, we ~ u s be
t distinct, or
we will become extinct!

I c ciosiag my first address to the =embership, I asked
that the all those present to please rise for there are a
number of individuals i wouicl Eke to thank fcr their
guidance acd help. The audience had k e n broker, in'e
9 categories, today i have 12. As your category is named,
please be seated.
I-Ali Past-President
2-Past Boards of Directors
3-President Donna Scheeder
4-Currect Board of Directors

been more than a job. It has beer, his passion. With his
guidance and leadership, and a supportive staff and board,
he has taken SLA from a small association in New York
City to an international associa~ionbased in our nation's
capital. Selfishly, that move allowed our family to be
much closer together in many ways, having grown up in
Baltimore.

5-Volunteer Leaders
6-Lynn Snith and Stephanie Russell
7-Staff
$-Partners, exhdbito-is, vendors, sponsors
9-information Community Press
10-Roberta Shaffer
11-Eaca cf you the members who are SLA
12-My faEily: Lori and her husband Kevin; Scott and his
wife Eebbie; Robert and his wife Heather; my partner,
Philip.
Thank you all for 3eing here this week at our 9Znd Annual Conference, and for your continued commitment
to rnaking SEA the best that it can be.
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by Robert Bender? on behalf of the Bender Family
June 13, 2001
I want to begin by saying thank you for the opportunity
to publicly congatdate our father for his tremenclous
accomplishments with SLA. I am speaking tonight or,
behalf of our family including my loving wife Heather
and daughter Jane, my brother Scott and his wife Debbie,
my sister tori and her husband Kevin, and my father's
partner Phil who are all here tonight, and my mother
Harriet in Baitirnore and my father's sister and father in
Ohio, as we2 as n y father's two grandsons - Jake and
Evan.

When I was asked to make some short remarks tonighr
about our father and SLA, many thoughts ran through
my mind.
it is hard to believe that it has been 22
years since he started with SLA at the annual conference
r
same week, upon his immein Hawaii. I ~ e m e n b e that
diate return home, he drove 2 hours to meet me at my
first Boy Scozt camping trip. Quite an eventful week: a
new jcb, needing to move to a new city, and sleeping in a
tent. Through it a61 he has never lost sight of the things
that are really important in life: family, friecds, and the
commitment to leaving this world a better place.
Second, I know what SEA has meant to our father. ir.has

Third, I thought about how we were asked as children,
"What does your father do for a living?" We would respond, "Something with libraries, but he's not actually a
librarian." Not that there is anything wrong with being a
librarian. I still don't think we fuiiy understand the complexities of what he does, but 1 assume you do or you
would not be here tonight.
Lastly, I thought about my father's h g h school guidance
collnselor in rural Ohio who said he would not make it
through his first year of college. Well, he made it through
his first year and his second year, and all the way to earning bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees, as well as
being recognized as an international executive. Our father has inspired us to accept and face challenges in our
life and work, and to rise above them. His caring and
nurturing side helped inspire my sister to pursue a career in nursing. His love for cooking motivated my brother
to choose a career in the culinary arts. And his thirst for
knowledge and excellence has helped guide me in my
career in the resort industry.

To Roberta,
our
family
wishes you all
t h e success
and happiness
hat SLA has
brought to our
father
and
family. To all
t h e current
and past board
and staff members we say
t h a n k you.
And most importantly, we
say thank you
t c all of the
members.
It is with great
pride and love
that we say congratulations, we love you, and we are so
glad that we could be here for this special occasion.
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CHAPTER
Sierra Neveda (GSRN)
by &a Gcidman

DIVISIONS
Biomedical & Life Science (DBIO)
by Mrginza A. LingLe
Business & Finance (DBFj
by Bmnt Mai

Communications [DCOM]
b
j
r Fred 1McLean
Engineering (DENG)
by Marilyn
Environment & Resource Maaageaen? (DERM:
by Male Sistia

loir! Etienne Wenger, intera?a.f;lsnal
thought leader and autkor of
Communities c f Practice: Learnin%,
Meaning, and Identity, a we exylore the
extraordinav\/ impo*ance of communi.ties
o f practke to organiza8ond knowledge
weatim a a r d sharring. Learn how you can
identify and nurture these learning
communities a d help gemrate new value
for your organization!
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Want to Learn .Mom?
Contact SLA's Strategic Learning
and Development Center at 1-282-939-3679
or send e-mail to leaming@sla.o-rg
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P a w Industrid Hygiene a n d Toxico

is now

available online in its entirety!

F

or over 50 years, Patty; Industrial Hygiene and Exicology has served as the standard reference
for occ~patiocalhealth and toxicology p~ofessionals.Now in its 5th print edition, P a q i
has been completely revised and updated. This La~dmarkrevision is now avaiiable online so you
can access the information you need whenever and wherever you need it you are. As with the
iatesi print edition, this online edition has been logically organized into two distinct worksPatgi hdhstrial Hygiene and Patty; Toxicolog. Site licenses are available individually or you can
License access to both works for additional savings.

&WILBY

For ordering information visit www.interscience.~1eycomipatp

Compiled by John Crosby, Directar Public Communicritfsns. For more ififormathi contact
John-c@sfo.org

introduefng its mar'n features, let us Look briefiy at what copyright and related rights themseives amount to. What is
copyright? When a person creates a Literary, musical, scientific or artistic work, he or she is the owner of that work
and is free to decide on its use. That person (called the "creator" or the "author" or "owner of rights") can control the
destiny a%the work. Since, by Law, tRe work is protected by mpyright from the moment it comes into being, there is
no formality to be complied with, such as registration or deposit, as a condition of that protection. Mere ideas in
themselves are not protected, only the way in which they are expressed.
Copyrjght, is rhe legal protection extended to the owner
of ;he rights in an original work that he has created. It
comprises two ~ a i sets
n of rights: the economic rights
and the moral tights.
The economic rights are the rights of reproduction, broadcasting, public performance, adaptation, transiarion, public recitation, pzbiic display, distribution, and so on. The
moral rights include the author's right to object to any
distortion, mritiiatio~or other modification of his work
that might be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.
Both sets of rights belong to the creator who can exercise
them. The exercise of rights means that he can use the
work himself, can give permission to someone else to
use the work or can prohibit someone else from using
the wcrk. The general principle is t h ~copyright
t
protected
works cannot be used without the authorization of the
owner of righ:s. Limited exceptions to this rcie, however*
are co-ntaineci in national copyright laws. In principle,
the terrn of protection is the creator's lifetime and 2 minimum of 50 years after his death.
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%'hereas the rights provided by copyright apply to authors, "related rights", also kcown as "neighboring rights"
concern other categories of owners of rights, namely,
performers, the producers of phonograrns and broadcasting organizations.
Related righs are the rights tha; belong to the performers, the producers of phonograrns and broadcasting organizations in relation to their performances, phonograms
and broadcasts respectively.

These iegai aspects are specified in international conventions to which most countries are now party. On their
accession, member States should have national legislation that are in line with ?he international standards.

Related rights differ from copyright in that they belong
to owners regarded as intermediaries in the prodnction, recording or diffusion of works. The link with
copyright is due to the fact :ha: the three categories of
related rights owners are auxiliaries in the inteliectual
creation process since they lend their assistance to authors in the communication of the latter's works to the
public. A musician performs a musical work written
by a composer; an actor perform a role in a play written by a playwright; producers of phonograms - or
more commonly "the record industry" - record and
produce songs and music written by authors and composers, played by musicians or sung by performers;
broadcasting organizations broadcast works and
phonograms on their stations.

At the interna5onal level, the economic and moral rights
are conferred by the Berne Conven~ionfor the Protectioc
of L~teraryand Artistic Works, commonly known as the
""EerneCcr~vention':This Convention, which was adopted
in 1886, has been revised severai times to take into account the impact of new technology on the level of protechion that it provides. It is administered by the World IntelIecfcal Property Organization (WIPO), one of the specialized internaticnal agencies of the United Kations system.

At the international level, related rights are conferred
by the International Convention for the Protection of
Performers, Producers of P h o n o g r a ~ sand Broadcasting Organizations, better known as the "Rome Convention". This Convention was adopted in 1961 and has not
been revised since. It is jointly administered by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO:, the International Labour Organization (XLO) and WIPB.

The 1994 Agreement on Trade-Relate5 Aspects of Inteliectrral Property Rights (or TRIPS Agreement), which is
admiraistered by the World Trade Organization (trirTG],
incorporate or refers to this international nrotecrion.

{such as radio stations> becacse tkey ensure that, as
owners of rights, creators receive paynest for the use
of their works.
a,'.:.$ *,-.

There are stiii other international treaties that concern
copyright and related rights protection; further isforEation m ~ be
y obtained on them by appiying to WiPO
(www.wipo.orgj
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It has beer, mentioned thar the creator of a work has the
right to allow cr to prohibit the 2se of his works, a playwrigkt can consent to X:s work b e n g perfcrmed on stage
under certain agreed conditions; a writer can negstzate a
contract -with a publisher for the pu5lication a s b distribution of a book; and a composer or a musician can agree
io have his m u s or
~ performance recorded on compact
disc. These examples illustrate how the owners of the
rights can exercise their rights In person.
Other cases show that individuai managenent of rights
is virtually impossible with regard lo certain t j p s of use
for practical reasons. An author is not na~eriallycapable
of mocltoring ail uses of his works; he cannot for instance contact every single radio or ieievisiori station to
negotiate licenses and remuseration fcr +he use of kis
works. Conversely, it is sot prac~icalfor a broadcasting
organization to seek specific permission from every author for the use of every copyrigh~edwork. An average of
60,000 ~ u s i c a works
l
are broadcast on television every
year, so thousands of owners of rights would have to be
apgroached for authorization. T5e very impractica5ility
of managing these activiries individually, both for the
owner of rights and for the user; creztes a nee5 for cailective manageaent organizatio~s,whose roIe is to bridge
tke gap $elween tkerr, in these key amas, among others.
Collective maeagement 'Is the exercise of copyright and
related rights by organizations acting in the interest and
on behalf ai the owners of righrs.
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Composers, writezs, ausicians, singers, performers and
other taiented individuals are among society's most vaIuable assets. The fabric of our cuiturai lives is enriched by
. their creative gmlus, rn order to develop their talent and
enconrage the= to create, we hive to give those individuals incentives, n a ~ e l yremuneration in return for
permission to r x k e use of their works.
Collective rr,anagenent orga@izations are an important
lick between creators and users of copyrighred works
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MeXbersi?ip of coliedive management organizations is open
to all ownew of ccpyright an3 d a t e d rights, whether authors, coEposers, publishers, weters, photographers, EUsiciacs, or per%z.ers. Broadcasting organizazons are not
included in < ~ list,
e as they are considered users, even though
they have cexain rights iz thGr broadcasts. On joining the
caUective management orgmkagon, embers provide s o ~ e
personal particnlars and declare the works that they have
created. The irfomation provided forns part of the documentation of the coilectiw .management organization that
aiiows the Iink between the use of works and pawrnt for
the use of works to 5e made to the correct owner of the
righ'ts. The works declared by the crganization's medbew
constitute what is Iwown 3s the "nationai" or ''local" _repertoire (as opposed to the internationai repeEoire which is
made up of the foreign works managed by colled'rive management organizations in the wo~ld;.
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Collective managemxt organizatiocs mast c o m ~ o n i y
take care of the following righzs:
The right of public performance (music played or perfarmed in discotheques, restaurants, and otker pubiic
places);
e The righr of broadcasting (iive and recorded performances on radio and teievision] ;
o R e nechanical reproduction rights ir, rausical works
{the reproduction of works in CEs, tapes, vicyl records,
cassettes, n;,ini-discs, or other forms of recordisgs);
e The performing rights ir, dramaric works {theater
plays);
e The right of reprographic reproduction of Literary azd
=usical works {photocopying];
o Related rights [the rights of performers and producers
of phonograms to abtain reEunera%ionfor broadcasting or the co-xxnnnication to the c b k sf phocogram).
&, - +a,,
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There zre various kinds of coIlecrive =anagemen? organizafios or groups of snch organizations, depending ca
the category of wcrks invoke6 {=rrsic, draaatic works,
"multimedia" productions, etc.) that will collecilvely
manage differeat kinds of right.
:;
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,raditionalm co!lective managerLen; organizations, actizg on behaif of their =embers, negotiate rates and terms
..
af nse with users, issue k e n s e s authorizing uses, collect
arid distribute rcyaities. The individual owner of rights
dues not jecome alrectly involved in any of these steps.
~

Member

Standard & Poor's

Special Libraries
Association
President's Circle

GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE COR LETE BUSINESS, FINANCIAL AND
INFORMATION YOU NEED MSF...OVER THE INTERNET.

INVESTMENT

Maximize your research efforts with the advanced search engine that is complementd by
the timeliness and expedience of the world wide web.

* Brings together eleven of S&P's most popular products through an easy-to-use
gra~hicalinterface

* Timely data, analysis and investment advice on companies, industries, stocks and
bonds, mutual funds and dividends
S+

Over 500 searchable fields; across ~ a l t i p l edatabases

+ Print and export multiple documents

+ Solution for the corporate, public and academic library marketplaces
Call 800-22s-5297 for a ~ r i a isubscription of the product or visli rhe demo site at www.netadvantage.standardandpoors.cornld
Also available in CE-RBM and print format.

Rights clearance centers grant iicenses to users that reflect the conditions for the m e of works and the remnneration t e r m set by each individual holder of rights who
is a member of the center (in the field of reprography, for
instance, authors of written works such as books, magazines and periodicals). Here the center acts as an agent
for the owner of the rights who renrains directly involved
in setting the t e r a s of use of bis works.
"One-stop-shops" are a sort of coalitioc of separate collective =anageEent organizations which offer users a
centralized swrce where authorizations can be easily and
quickly obtained. There js a growing tendency to set hp
such organizations on account of growing popularity of
"aultirnedia" productions (productions composed of, or
created from, several types of work, including compzter
software) which require 2 wide variety of authorizations.
IN TME FIELD OF MUSICAL W O R K S (encompassing ali
types of mnsic, modern, jazz, classical, sjmphonic, blues
and pop whether instrumental or vocal), documentation,
licensing and distribution are the three pillars on which
the collective nanagement of the rights of public performance and broadcasting is based.

The coliective managemellt organization negotiates with
users (such as wdio sSticns, broadesters, discotheques,
cine-=as, restaurants and the iike), or groups of ~ s e r and
s
author'rzes them to use copyrighted works from its reFertoire against payme~tand on ceeain conditions. On the
basis of its d ~ c u ~ e n t a t i o(information
n
on m e d x r s and
their works] and the programs submitted by nsers (for instance, logs of music played on the radio), the coliective
nanagement organization distrfbartescopyright royalties to
its melmbers according to established disrriSutior, rules. A
fee to cover administrative cosrs, and in certain countries
also sccio-cnhrai pronotion activities, is generally dedccted
fro= the copyright royalties. The fees actuaily paid to the
copyright owners corespond to the use of the works and
are accompanied by a breakdown of that zse. These activities a d operations are performed with the aid of computerized systems especially designed for the purpose.
IN T f l E FIELD OF DRAMATIC MIORRS (which includes
scripts, screenplays, n:me shows, ballets, tkeater piays,
operas and
the practice sf coliecrive management is raiser different in that the collecrlve management orga~izatior,acts as an agent representing anthors.
it negotiates a general contracr with the organizations
representing theaters in which the minimum terms are
specified for the exploitatfon of parricular works.

The p e r f o r ~ a n c eof each piay then requires furtker authorization from the author, which takes the form of an
i~dividuaicontract setting out the author's specific conditions. The collective management organization then

announces that permission has beea given Sy t$e author
concerned and collects the corregonding remnneration.
IN THE FIELD GF PRlNTED V J Q R K S [meaning hooks,
magazines, and other periodicals, newspapers, reports and
?he lyrics of songs), coliecrive zanagement mainiy involves the grant of t j e righ; of reprographic reprodUction, in other words aiiowing protected materiai to 5e
photocopied by institutions sncf? as iibraries, public organizarfons, nniversides, schoois and cocsulr,er assocla+.mns. Non-voluntary licensing arracgements, when aiiowed by intercationai conventions, can be written into
natioml legislation; in such cases, a right of use against
remuneration is accorded thar does not requira rhe consect of :he owner of rights. Co!kctive management organizations administer rhe re~uneration.In the special case
of reproduction for private and personal user some nationai legislation contains specific provision f a - equitable
remzneration payabie to t k owners of rights and funded
by a levy iEposed on equiz;rr,ent or photocopies or botk.
IN THE FIELD 3 F RELATED RIGHTS, the nationai Iegisiation of some countries provide for a right of rezxneration
payable to perforzers or producers of phonograms or both
when coamexiaI sound mcorciings are comxnxxicated to
the pu5lic or used f o broadcasting.
~
The fees for such ~ s e s
are collecteti and drstrib-~tedekher by joint organizations
set LIPby yrefiomers and prodrrcars of phonograms or separate ones, depending on tke relation of those jnvolved and
the legal situation within the cw~ntry
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The application of national laws that es:ablish rights in
..
irterary and artistic works 2nd in related rights :?as an
effect only within the boundaries cf that country. Acco~ciing to the cationai ":ea'Lment principle enshrined in both
the Eerne Convention and the Rome ZonvenZion, foreign
owners of righrs are treated in the same way as nationais
in s o s t reqects. This z;rinciple is upheld by collective
managelrxnt organizations which, under reciprocal representation agree=enrs, ad=inister foreign reertoires on
rheir national territory, exchange icforxa.Mon acd pay
royalties to foreign owners of rights.
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There is now a weii-established global network of coiiective management organizations, and they are strongly
represented by ROE-govercn-lent&organizations such as
the ktematicnai Confederation of Societies of Authors
and Composers [CISAC], i@eInternztlonai Federation of
Reprographic Re,a~roductionOrganizations (iFRROj, and
at the European level, the Association of Excpean Performers Organizations < A E P O ]> to ~.enrionom$ those.
As part of its isternationai d e v e l ~ p ~ e cooperatisn
nt

The Intelligent Gateway t o Biomedical and Pkarmacologieai Information
More than i 3 miiiion bibliographic r e c ~ r d sfrom EMBASE ( j 974-?resect)
and MEBLINE ( i 966-present)-no dupiicatesl Updated daiiy. Extensive
iinkng t o fcii text.

The Intelligent Gateway t s Blofechnofogy lnfcmmtion
Fzst, easy and direct access t o Sjotechnoiogy iiterzture feat~lring1.4 miljion
bibiiographic records from 1980-present.

EMBASE
The corrent and sornprehessive pbarmacoicgic;l and biomedical
bibliographic database comprising more char: 8 miiilo? records.

Elsevier BBOBASE
1.4 miiiion records fcom 1994-present covering "Le entire
spectrum of the basic Siciogicai sciences.

GEOBASE
GIcbzi iiterwure in earth & ewircnmentai sciences, oceaEogizphy?hysicai & humar, geography7ecciogy, geomechanics, international development. Now over i mi!iion records ( i 983-present).

FLUBDEX
'The deiicltive Information resource on all zspeets of fluid
engineering-more than 4 I0,OCO records f r o x i 974-present

World Textiier
More than 4l0,COO bibiiogrz?hic records (1970-preser??) covering
the textiles indusrry drawn fro^ scien~ifrc,trade: technical and
economic publications, as weif as patents and standards.
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activities, WIPO is working closely with the above
organizations, and also with others, such as the International Federation of Actors (FIA), the International Federation of Musicians (FIM) , the International Federation
of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI). The aim is to assist
developing countries, upon their request, in establishing
collective management organizations, and to strengthen
existing o~ganizationsto ensure that they can be fully
efficient and effective, among other things in their response to the challenges of the digital environment. Such
activities are cxried on under the WlPO Cooperation for
Development Program.

Sa~s-~yy~
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Collectlve management does a valuable service to the
world of music and other creative arts. By managing their
rights, the system is rewarding creators for their work,
and the creators in turn are more inclined to develop and
apply thenr talents In an environment that provides adequate copyright and related rights protection and an efficient system for the management of rights. Such a situation encourages creators to contribute to the development of tae c ~ i t u r a isector, attracts foreign investment
and generally enables the public to make the most of a
broad array of works. Together, these factors have an
undeniably favorable impact on national economies; cultural industries contribute up to 6% of the gross national
product of some =ajar countries, income from the collective management of copyright and related rights accounts for a substantial part of that percentage.
Some collective management organizations offer various
kinds cf social welfare protection to their members. The
benefits often Include assistance with payment for rnedical treatment or insurance, annuities on retirement or
some sort of guaranteed income based on the members
royalty payments history.
Collective management organizations may sponsor cultural activities to promote the national repertoire of works
a: home and abroad. They promore the holding of theater festivals, music competitions, productions of national
folklore and music anthologies and other such activities.
Welfare protection and the promotion of cultural activities are not coc~pulsory.When they are provided for, however, they map take the form of a deduction that the collective management organization makes from the royaities collected. There is no unanimous view among coIiective management organizations on the idea of a deduction, which according to the rules of CISAC should
not represent more than 10% of net income.

digital form via global networks such as the Internet. As
a result the collective management of copyright and related rights by public, semi-public and market sector entities will be re-engineered to take advantage of the efficiency gains offered by information technology. The everincreasing opportunities offered to the holders of rights
by the Internet and the advent of "multimedia" productions are affecting the conditions of protection, the exercise and management of copyright and related rights, and
also the enforcement of rights.
In the online world of the new millennium, the management of rights is taking on a new d i ~ e n s i o n .Protected
works are now digitized, compressed, uploaded, downloaded, copied and distributed on the Internet to any place
in the world. T'ne expanding power of this network ailows mass storage and online delivery of protected material. The possibility of downloading the contents of a book,
or to listen to and record music from cyberspace is now a
reality. While this presents immeasurabie opportunities,
there are also many challenges for owners, users and
collective management organizat';om.
Many collective management organizations have developed systems for online delivery of i n f o r ~ a t i o nrelating to the licensing of works and content, the monitoring of uses and the collection and distribution of
remuneration for various categories of works within
the digital environment. These digital information systems, which depend on the development and use of
unique numbering systems and codes that are embedded in digital carriers such as CDs, fiims, allow works,
the rights owners, the digital carriers themselves to be
properly identified and provide other relevant information. Adequate legal protection is needed to prevent
acas intended to circumvent technical protection measures, and also to insure againsr the removal or alteration of any elements of the digital information systems or other such practices.
Two treaties were concluded in 1996, under the auspices of WIPO, to respond to the challenges of protecfing and managing copyright and related rights in the
digital age. Known as "the Internet treaties," the WIPO
Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty deal among other things with ob12gations concerning technological protection measures
and rights management information in the digital envlronment; they ensure that the owners of rights are protected when their works are disseminated on the
Internet; they also contain provisions requiring national
legislators to provide efficient protection for technological measures, by prohibiting the import, manufacture
and distribution of illicit circumvention tools or materiai and also outlawing acts detrimental to rights man6%
agement information systems.
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Changes ira the
Intellectual Property

The past year has been a busy one
for the Government Affairs and Intekleclnai Property Committees. In
1999, a Board of Directors mandate
required combining the two committees into one. Although this was
done rather suddenly, the commiitee chairs and members began the
process of deciding how to make the
change o c c n ~ By the end of 1999,
the committee's name had been
changed to the Government Affairs/
Intellectual Propegy Cornzittee and
the two co-chairs set about the task
of turning two committees into one.
David Shumaker, the chair of the
Government Affairs comr:it%ee,
spearheaded the activities and began
the effort to re-work the committee
charges into meld them into m e
committee. He also graided the discussion on the n a n x for the emerging coamittee as well. The currently
proposed name for the committee is
the Public P o k y Committee, reflecting the broad focus that now exists
for the committee. Once the proposed re-organization of the committee happens, it wiii continue te fccus on ali the issues that miate to
both government affairs affecting libraries as weik as any intelIectual
property issues that might impact

Special Libraries Association's diverse professionai colxm~nities.

zry to get the= posted on the Associarion webpage for comments.

In addition to re-working the con:_mfttee irself, another activity rhat the
committees have taken on is the rewriting of the Association's govem=ent affairs position statements.
The original topics for the posirion
statements laem: Competitive issues
for the Profession; Developing the
Global Information Infrastructure,
Tele~om~unicagions
Issues, Access
to Governrzent Tnforn~ationand
Copyright and Intellectual Property
Issues.

Th? cornnitlee was also involved in
the Association's decision to wake
a formal statement regarding the issues involved in the recent U.S. Supreme Cmrt case of TasZ'zi v. The
New York Times (and others?. The
statement issued through Exextive
Director, David Bender> clearly reflected the Association's concerm for
the impact that this case might h a w
on Associalion nembers - whether
they are librarians or vendors in tke
information industry. Disagreements over changes in the copyright
law and the information indnstry
become more and more inportant
as the issues of eiectronic fights and.
eiectronic pnblishing a x being deSated both nationally and internationally.

Now the topics are being combinei:
and incorporated into statements on
four topics: (I) information Connerce. ( 2 ) Government Information,
(3) Information Tecknoicgy and (4)
The Xole of the Information Professional in the Global Econorriy. Since
rhe original position statements had
been done in 1997, ':he need ro review and update them was a prior"y. As issues confronting the Association change, the positions it x u s t
rake in these areas also changes. The
international flavor of the Association is also of particular interest and;
concern at this time: thus, the recommended name for the committee
reflects a more encompassing focus
;han in the past. At present, the
group working on the changes consists of Davrd Shu~.aker, Heather
Gallegos-Rex, Barbara FoiensbeeMoore and John Crosbj: SLA Director, Public Cozmcications. However. other committee members are
also being asked for their timely inzut to be used in preparing a Craft
for the comments at the June annual
conference. Once the drafts are
agreed upon 5y the coxmittee, it will

The commirtea, with t!e help of John
Crcsby, continues to keep an eye on
issues at the carional ievel that mdght
affect S M rnembers aad hopefullyr,
tl?e government reiarfons liaisons are
so-Tmunicating these issues back ro
rhe members rhey represent.
The Commjtkee encourages mexnbe~s
T
s commranicate with the committee
through any of its members and call
3,s its attention any issues you feel
issues are being neglected or perhaps
=issed. Your input is always agpreciated and valued.
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Free Lance Writers Wfn Big
as US. BSgk Court Sends
%bearOjgnai
On June 26, 2001 The Special Libraries Association reacted to the announced decsion by the United
States Supreme Court in the matter
of Tasini vs. New Yod Times. David
R. Bender, Executive Director of SLA
offered the following remarks:
"In our original comments earlier
this year, SLA @ailedfor publishers
and authors to seek consensus

through negotiations, rather than
wait for the Supreme Court to reach
a decision that would likely damage
access to information. Unfortunately, the parties refused to do so
for various reasons. Now, the Supreme Court has issued an opinion
that dramatically alters the landscape for management of information through online content
aggregators and purveyors. The decision means potential gaps in resources and, inevitably, higher costs
for access to information. Further,
the use of future technologies in
collecting, archiving, disseminating,
and sharing copyrighted information
through technological means could

pose significant barriers to what has
been, at least during the early
phases of the digital age, a streamlined transition."
While we are disappointed with the
Court's decision, we believe that Congress and the lower courts must act
to ensure that stability in the information marketplace remains a priority. For our own part, information
professionals worldwide must always
strive to provide access to the best,
most accurate information possible
so that their organizations may put
knowledge to work."
Earlier in 2007, the SLA Board of
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r he S~eciaiLibraries Association has as i t s long standing metto "Putting Knowiedge t o Work.@What better way t o
will hjghiight
a ~ p l this
y motto than t o the 2082 AnntiaI Gcnferecce in Los Angeies, The sessions and prese~tations
how information professionals have always ereative!y met the informatisn needs of the;? organinatisns and clients
~.
by utilizing the core vaiues i n k r e n i :n tee motto s? "be Special libraries Ass~ciation.

The emphasis on "Knowiedge" recognizes the activities of many Association members i r ~ali disciplines inherent :n
Knowledge Management. There will be sessions devoted t c how information becomes imowledge and hcew
information professionals can work with senior managers irr their organizations t o ensure that reievant knowledge
i s made avaiiabie.
The Conference will aiss highlight st:ategies used in member scganizations that refiect the Assocjation's recently
adopted strategic plan - 'Trofessionais Putting Knowiedge t o Work in the 2'iSiCentury" These sessisns are meant
t o give proper attention t o our futajre directions. We will learn how o w colleagws aefuaily put knowledge t o
work in their organizations.
SLKs 2002 Annuai Conference recognizes our past, our presentI and our future. 'aorkirrg with the tracks and
program ievels, conference atte~deesshould find themselves with a cich diversity of topics to ensure a rewarding
and professionally stimuiating conference.

Directors cited several issues as factors in its decision:

set increased fees for use of freelance
articles, or the removal of a substantial portion of archived articles.

- That copyright law was truly in-

tended ro be balanced "to promote
the progress of science and useful
arts, by szcurlng for limited times to
autf',o:s and inventors the exclusive
right to their respective writings and
discoveries" U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section $1.
- That S M s membership is diverse

in its practices and interests, including many information professionals
who are authors or work for publishing interests.
-

That a finding in support of the

authors could set in motion several
responses by the publishing community, including price increases to off-

- That a decision by the Supreme

Court - regardiess of the outcome would 'ae damaging to the global
community of information users. A
victory 5y the publishers would produce a chilling effect on the creation
of articles by freelance writers, while
a finding in favor of the authors
would likely mean higher costs and/
or reduced access for the most important players in the information
game - :he users.

Business and Hraarrce
Division Announce Awards
The Business & Finance Division announced the winners of its grants and
student stipends awards at its annual
business meeting in San Antonio, TX
this past June. The professional grant
winners were: Jerry Bornstein,
Baruch College, Newman L i b r a ~NY,
,
NY; Judith Kolata, Heiler Financial,
Inc., Chicago, IL; and Tracey Palmer,
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. The student stipend
winners were Joan Jerice Barrios and
Genevieve Cooper, both from Dominican University. Each of the five winners received $1,200.
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FuEbdght Senior Speciaka'st
Award Program
Martha McPhaii was invited by the
Council for International Exchange
of Scholars to serve on the Advisory
Panel for the Fulbright Senior Specialist Award program, a new, startup program to send librarians/scholars to international posts. Awardees
will 5e gosted for 2-6 weeks, consuiting on cataloging, systems, records/
archives Amanagemen*i,t e a c h i ~ glibrary scieme, or other possibilities.
Special or acadernic librarians interested in participating in this international consultation program may contact Martha for additional information at mmcphaii@nail.sdsu.edu or

She has held nimerous positiocs at the
Toronto Chapter level including Chair
of the Senior Mmagement RomdtabIe,
Secretary and was SLB Toronto Chapter President in 1985/1986.
At the internatio~allevel, this year's
recipiect was invited to serve on the
1992 Presidential Study Commission
on Professional Xecruit-=ent, Ethics,
and Professional Stancards, she
served as Association Director from
1988 - 1992 and Chaired the Professional Development Con'.miCtee from
1994-1997. She was named a Feilow of the Special Wbraries Association and today continues te serve as
the Current Chaiz of the Internationai
Relations Connittee.

by phone at 619-594-6736.

SkA Tormto Chapter Awards
The Toronto Chapter of the §LA announced rhe winners of the foliowing awards at their Annual General
Meeting oi: May 57, 2001:

President 's Award - Mary Dickerson
The President's Award is given to an
individual who is at or nearing the
end of the active career and who, in
the opicion oi the President alrd the
Awards Committee has made extraordinary contributions to the Chapter,
the Association and the indnstry
throughout their career.
This year's honoree t-ses the qualities one would expect of the recipient of this prestigious a-ward. The
following is a partial record of her
significant accomplishments.

information outlook

~Maryhas had an unwavering career
focus on i n i o r ~ ~ a t i oand
n research
services for legislators. 3 e r expertise in this area has been recognized
by such organizatiozs as :he Canadian Parliamentary Centre, wkich
regulariy calls on her to advise the
parliaments of developing countries
on library and research services.
For 25 years Mary has been instrumental ir: creating and maintaining
%heCntario LeghsIative Library's
reputation for the highest standazd
of service; first as head of Inforriation and Zeference, Deputy Eirecror
and, since 3993, Executive Directoz~
Because of her professional dedication and unflagging ins!, ~ t e n c eon
service qualiry she will retire next
month leaving a vital, evolving iibrary and a staff whose values are
strong and shared.

Ckapter Member of the Year Award
-Tracey Palmer, D w e Hook, Helen
Kulff, and Nicole Stewart.
T k s e staiwafi iindividuais broxgh: in
an innovative program for ail chapI .
. e.~members. As recent MZS graduates they have demonstrated great
taient and the abiiify to ir:pieKent a
great pregrara,
Katkleen Reeves Award - Carolyn
Zeigler
The Kathleen Reeves Pmard is given
to rhe Student at the Faculty of Information S:udies at :he Universjty of
ioron'ro wi-o achieves the highest
academic s t a n d i ~ gin the Special Libraries Course, which is pag 0fthe
curricuium leading to a Masters of
haformalion Studies.

-

Academic Achievement Awa&
7% following individnals who received the highest acadezic standing in two other iibrary programmers
were also henoreri:
Seneca College kihrrqy Teeknicia~i
P r o g ~ a mSrrnde~ztAward - Sarah
Dafoe
Sarah has just begun a cew poskion
at the presrigious law fix-.,, Lang
MTchener.
University of 'Westem Ontario Schod
sf Library a d Media Stzzdies - Sally
Bremmr
SaIiy is starting her c a m x in Cttawa
where she is currently on a co-op
work placement.

luating Information Intangibles:
Measilring rhe Bottom Line Contribution of Librarians and information Professionals

by Frank H.Portugal, Ph.D.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A determination af the bottom line value of libraries and

information centers has proven ddbcult because of the intangible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the
intangible value of libraries and information centers may be
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible value. To
overcome some of these measurement difficulties this
workbork presents four different approaches to the intangible
valuation of information resources.
Conplere the form berow ard return to Special Libraries Association,
Eock Order Dep:., 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009, or by fax at 1-202-234-2442.
For more informarion, contact SLA's book order department at 1-202-234-4700 ext. 673 or email: boohcs@sla.org.
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